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ABSTRACT
A General Study of Closed Circuit Television
Utilization in Selected Courses at Utah
State University
by
Ted J, Christensen, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1970
Major Professor: Dr. Burrell F. Hansen
Department: Speech
This thesis presents an evaluation of instructional television
as used in four courses at Utah State University.
into four parts :

The study is divided

first, student attitudes and reactions; second,

faculty attitudes and reactions; third, the costs involved for the
individual faculty members concerned, the academic department, the
Radio-Television department, and the University as a whole; and fourth,
recommendations concerning the future use of instructional television
at Utah State University.
The four courses involved in this study were basic i ntroductory
courses in Political Science, English, Sociology, and Music.
The investigator found that student attitudes and reactions varied
with each course.

The students in Political Science and English were

generally uncertain in their attitude toward the use of television,
with approximately equal numbers for and against.

The students in

Sociology and Music were very much in favor of the use of television .
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The attitudes of the faculty members associated with this pr oject
ranged from very negative to very positive.

The study indicated that

those instructors who were highly motivated and enthusiastic before
actually becoming involved with instructional television tended to
rema in so throughout.

Those instructors who were skeptical and

hes itant beforehand also retained their attitudes.
The third part of this study dealing with costs was divided into
six areas for the Political Science and English courses:

production

cos ts, r ec ording costs, instructional costs, utilization costs, cost

for additional use, and cost per student credit unit for one academic
year.

In the cases of Sociology and Music only the production, recording

and instructional cos ts were computed.
As a result of this study, this researcher recommends the delegation
of more authority to the television personnel in order that they may
have a voice in the utilization processes of the television c ours es
produced.
A second recommendation is that of initiating a two-phase in-service
training program to assist the classroom teacher in adjusting to his
new role, and to train the television teacher in methods of using
ins tructional television.
Finally, the need to have available adequate facilities for the
utilization processes has become apparent during the course of this study.
Televisi on cannot prove to be a satisfactory medium of instruction if
it must be satisfied with poor lighting conditions, excessive noise
levels, and an undesirable choice of hours during which to offer classes .
(167 pages)

INTRODUCTION
In 1960 nearly four perce nt of Italy's population was illiterate.
This seemi ngly low percentage neve rtheless amounted to more than
2 ,000,000 people.

Te lescuola, the national television network, took

up the chal lenge with a series of t elevision lessons involving basic
reading and writing instruct i on for adults and in eight years virtually
elimi nated illi teracy from Ita ly (Iezzi, 1968).
In 1961 about 8,000 c ol le ge students in the Uni ted States seeking
advanced degrees in educ ation were enrolled through 300 colleges
and universi ties in physics, chemistry, and mathematics courses which
were taught on "Continental Classroom," an instructional televis ion
series broadcas t at 6:30 a . m. by a national commercial television
network (Ford Foundation Report, 1961).
Beginning in September 1961, the Midwest Program on Airborne
Te l evision Instruction broadcast courses six hours a day, four day s a
week from an airplane.
states:

The area covered encompassed portions of six

Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio, and Wiscons in ,

and i ncluded 13,000 schools and colleges enrolling five million
s tudents (Chester, Garrison, and Willis, 1963; Koenig and Hill, 1967) .
At the University of Maryland the use of closed circuit television
ha s proved successful in combating the problems of increasing
e nrollment and a shortage of qualified teachers by having only one
teac her instruct up to 2,000 students via television (Linder, 1968).

Dryden report ed that:
With an enrollment just topping 5,500 students, Southern
Colorado State College points happily to a studentfaculty ratio in the neighborhood of 20-to-l and
classes which rarely exceed sixty students, even
in basic courses. These conditions give impetus
to use of television which is aimed at the
individual learner • . . . (Dryden, 1968, p. 17)
"Florida Technological University hopes to bridge the gap
betwee n humanity and technology .

through the use of television

in educa tion." (Cornell, 1968, p. 20)
Personnel associated 'with the Washington County, Maryland
schools fe el that:
The instructional program of a school system is

handicapped withou t the use of television as a resource.
County officials would want to continue asing television
even if by some stroke of magic it had all the good teachers,
classroom space and instructional materials that could be
desired. (Washington County Closed Circuit Television Report, . n.d.)
McKune (1967) reported that 1,826 elementary school d istricts
and 2,726 institutions of higher learning comprising a school
enrollment of 29,232,584 use instructional television in some part of
the formal educa tion of their students.
It is apparent that instructional television is becoming a
very frequently suggested educational medium for dealing with
instructiona l problems created by rising enrollment, teacher short ages, inadequate facilities, inadequate finances, and a host of other
difficulties relating to special si tuations.
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Background

~f

the Closed Circuit Te l evision Opera tio n

For several years Utah State University has been planning and
preparing physical facilities for the installation of a closed circuit
television system .

First discussions were held as early as 1958 by

USU's Televis ion Policy Commit tee .
The facility that is now the educational broadcasting station,
KUSU-TV, was originally planned for use as a center for closed circu it
ac tiv i ty.

The availability of a broadcast channel, however, altered

the existing plans and a broadcasting center came i nt o being rather
than a center for closed circuit work .
The original plans for the closed circuit center also included a
distribution system consisting of unde rground cables connecting a
number of the major buildings on campus.

This, to a large ex t e nt, was

comple ted in 1965 and has essentially lain idle awaiting t he construction
of closed circuit t elevision facilities.
Planning began on new facilities along with plans for the construction of a new USU library i n 1963 .

Equipment costing close to

$50,000 was purchased and installed, enabling the first productions
from the new cente r to be undertaken during the summer of 1967.

Nine

years had elapsed from the time of initial efforts until the realiza tion of that first production.
Additional financing was ne eded before serious consideration could
be gi ven to the possibility of providing any amount of continuing
service to one or more of the academic areas on campus.

A proposal was

prepared and submitted to the Ut ah Jo int Committee on Educational
Televi sion , which c ons i sts of re presentatives from the Utah State
B'>ard C'f Eilu::etion , the Co'>dinc.t :. n;; ';cur.c!. l of

H!.ghe~

Ecuca::i'>n for
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the St ate of Utah , and representatives from th e educational broadcasting
stations of the state.

On April 15, 1968, Utah State University

received the grant which totaled $40,000.
purpose of

11

This grant was for the

the production on television tape of a core of

pre-prepared college extension and credit courses for use on and off
campus
1969 .

" (Contract, 1968).

This grant was to terminate June 30,

Work began on fulfilling the proposed terms of the contract

April 1, 1968.
Selection of Courses
The first step in acting upon this contract was to determine
the criteria for the selection of courses and then the selection of
the courses themse lves .

An academic subcommittee appointed by

Emanual A. Floor, Director of Instructional Development, was organized
to define the criteria.

This subcommittee consisted of Dr. M. Judd

Harmon, Dean of the College of Social Sciences; Dr. Oral L. Ballam,
Dean of the College of Education; Dr. Lloyd A. Drury, Associate
Director of Extension Services; Gerald L. Allen, Manager of KUSU-TV-FM;
and Ted J. Christensen, Coordinator of Closed Circuit Broadcasting at USU.
After several consultations the criteria for the selection of
the courses were established:
1.

The courses should have a large per quarter enrollment.

2.

The courses should satisfy the lower division general
education requirements of USU.

3.

The courses should have a person or persons qualified and
able to teach them by television.
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Following the determi nation of these criteria they were submitted
to the dean of each col l ege with a request for s uggested courses.
From the suggestions rec e i ved , the course s were tentatively selected

by the subcommitt ee pending approval of the department heads and the
instruct ors involved .

(See table 1.)

Table 1.

Courses selected with data requi red for making the selection.

=========--======--===========================================================================
Course

Quarter
Hour
Credits

Title

Instructor

Avg. No. of Students
per quarter

Political
Science 10

5

Am. National Gov.

J. Emenhiser

450

English 24

3

Intro. to Literature

T. Lyon

200

Chemistry 10

5

General Chemistry

M. Cannon

478

Chemistry 11

5

General Chemistry

M. Cannon

478

Psychology 53

5

Gen. Psychology

D. Stone

500

Physiology 4

5

Human Physiology

T. Bahler

325

Music 1

3

Intro. to Music

w.

474

Sociology 70

5

Intro. to Sociology

A. Mauss

Burton

450

Subsequent to the time of the initial selection of courses
several unforeseen factors entered the picture.

First, and perhaps

most important, it was found that it would be impossible under the
existing circumstances to complete all of the courses in the time

ava ilable.

Second, there was a change in th e administration of the

Chemistry Department which brought with it a change in attitude
toward the use of closed circuit

television~

chemistry courses which had been planned .

This eliminated the two

Third, the College of

Science began a study of their basic lower division courses which it

was antici pat ed would result in changes in the structure of the
Physiology 4 course.

This change had not been effectuated at the

date of this writing .

In view of the great amount of effort and

expense that would be required to prepare this course for television
when it might only be usable for a short time, it was decided to postpone any production in thi s area.

Finally, the Psychology Department administration felt that they
could not proceed until a university policy was prepared concerning

faculty rights and compensation for a televised course after its
completion.
With these courses eliminated, at least for the 1968-69 school
year, four courses were l eft:

Political Science 10, English 24,

Socio logy 70, and Music 1.
The Political Science and English courses were prepared and first
used fall quarter, 1968-69.

Production continued throughout the year

on Sociology 70 and Music 1.

By the end of July, 1969, all four of

these courses, Political Science 10, English 24, Sociology 70, and
Music 1 had been completed and were being used in campus instruction.
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Methods of Course Administration in Use of Television
Political Science 10
Political Science 10, a five quarter-hour c redit course, was

c once ived as a team effort of the Political Science faculty with
nine professors participating.

Each was assigned the area in the

course that corresponded to his particu lar specialty and area of
training.
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Table 2.

Areas includ ed and profess or r es ponsib le,

Professor

Area

Dr. P. Spoerry

Introduction to the study of
American Government & Politics.

Dr. J , Harmon

Principles of America n Na tional
Government and the Presidency.

Dr. R. Mollan

Federalism; and Citizenship,
Civil Rights, and Civil
Libe rties.

Prof. H. Thomas

The Court System .

Dr. J. Emenhiser

Political Parties, Compaigns,

& Elections; & Congress &
Pclicy
Dr. D. Jones
Prof.

c.

Hiibner

Forw~tion.

Pressure Groups and Public
Opinion.
The Bureaucracy.

Dr. W. Anderson

Governmental Functions and
Services.

Dr. W. Furlong

American Foreign Relations.

Fifty minute class sessions were held four days each week for
ten weeks at which time the pre-prepared forty-eight minute television
lec tures were presented.

On the fifth day of each week the class was

divided into sma l l groups of up to twenty student s.
assigned to one of the above lecturing professors.

Each group was
In these small

group sessions discussion was held u pon the material presented by
television during the preceeding days of the week.

This time was

also used to relate the television material to current events.

It is conceivable that outstanding graduate students could have
conducted these small group discussion sess ions, but it was felt by
the Political Science Department that personal contact was relatively
important and thus the discussions were led by the lecturers themse lve s.
During the first quarter that t he televised course was used
there were complaints from some students t hat they could not concentrate
on the materia l pres ented because of disturbances in t he room.

This

problem was apparently eliminated during the following quarters by
assigning a graduate s tudent to maintain discipline and control of
the class as well as recording attendance .
Since the department is giving serious conside rat ion to the

possibilities of eliminat ing some of the lectures and retaping others,
the graduate student was not assigned to the class for the summer

1969.

quarter~

Rather, a full time professor me t the classes with the additional

responsibility for examin ing and evalu ating the individual televis ed
lectures and of

~~king

rec omme ndations concerning the future use of

the course.

Englis h 24
Although this is only a three quarter -hour credit course as
c ompared with the five hour Political Science 10 course, the method
of administration was very similar and varied only in degree.

The

course cont ains materials from the three areas of poetry, short story,

and dramatic literature.

Each of these areas is taught by a different

professor who specialized in that area.
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Table 3.

The professors and areas taught.

Professor

Area

Professor T. Lyon

Poetry

Dr. T. Y. Booth

Short Story

Professor D. Skab e lund

Dramat ic Literature

Fifty minute classes were held for three days each week for ten
weeks .

Students viewed the forty - e ight minut e televised lesson the

first two class sessions each week.

The third weekly class session

was devoted to discussion of the televised material.

For these

discussion sessi ons the class was divided into smaller groups.
Unlike the Political Scie nc e class, however, there were no objectionable classroom disturbanc es so no graduate assistant or proc tor

was assigned .

The students took a greater amount of the respons ibil ity

for learning, since no roll was taken and they were free to come and

go as they saw fit, so long as they did not disturb the other students.
The first section, poetry, consis ted of seven television le ssons,

at the conclusion of which a test was given.

The other two sections,

short story and dramatic literature, each consisted of only five
televised lessons, and each was also followed by a test.
Music 1
This course is also a three quart e r-hour credit course.

Un-

fo rtunate ly, because of limitations in physical facilities for
television playback on campus, the televised course could not be
offpr~d

during

t~e

reeular schnol year

~n~

or l ~' ~o

a

Ji~i~ed

eYtP.nt
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during the 1969 summer quarter .

At any r a t e , only eigh t of the twenty-

six prepared televis ion l ess ons were used during the summer qua r t er

and these were scattered throughout the course in no regular pattern.
The remai nder of the course was taught in the conventional manner in

a large lecture hall.
This course was a l so offered at the Continu ing Education Center
in the Uintah Basin area during s pring quarter 1968-69.

The course

cons i s t e d of t en class pe r i ods, one of which was used for an e xamina -

tion.

The cla sses were 2 1/2 hou r s long and were held once a week

for ten weeks.

Si nc e this was one of the first attempts a t using

television at the Uintah Center, it was felt that the lecturer should
be pres en t as of t en as possibl e to answer questions, promote d i scu ssions,

a nd dea l with any problems th at might arise.

Professor Warren Burton,

who conducted the class and a l s o pre pared the taped lectures, therefore was present for f ive of the ten class sessions.

The other

sessi ons were superv ised by resident personnel from the Ce nter.

On the days that Professor Burton was present, two forty-eight
minute television lessons were s hown followed by disc ussion for the
remai nd er of the class period.

When Professor Burton was not ab l e to

a ttend, three forty-eight minut e television lessons were shown.

A

total of twenty-six lessons were thus presented by television.
As is typical of the classes conducted at the Center, the number
of s tudents enrolled was small when compared to on-campus class es.
Howeve r, with a registration of 24 this was one of the largest classes
taught at the Center.

Soc io l ogy 70
This cour se is a five quarter - hour credit course.

Professor

Armand Mauss prepared the televised lectures and also conducted the
on-c ampu s class during the use of them .

First use of these lectures

was made during s pring quarter, 1968-69.

At that time , prod uction

was not complete.
used.

Conse quent l y , only eight television lectures were

The remainder of the course was taught in t he conven t i onal

manner by another professor.
This course met four days each week i n large group sessions and
one day pe r week in small discussion groups for fifty minutes .
Sociology 70 was also offered at the Vintah Basin Continuing
Educati on Center during Spring Quarter, 1969.

The course consisted

of twenty class periods, two of which we re used for examinations .

The classes were 2 1/2 hours long and were held twice each week for
ten weeks.

Since this was also one of the first attempts at using

television a t the Ce nter, it was felt that the lecture r should be
present as often as possible to answer questions, promote discussions,

and dea l with any problems that might arise .

Professor Mauss there for e

was pres ent for fifteen of the class sessions.

The other sessions were

proctored by resident personnel from the Center .
At the beginning of the course two television lessons were
presented during the first class period of the week.

Later this was

cut down to only one per week because the additional television l ectures
were still in the process of preparation.
lessons were pr esented by television.

A total of fifteen televi sion

The remainder of the course

was taught in person.
As is typical of the classes conducted at the Center, the number
of studen t s e nrolled was small, only nine .

During th e 1969 summer quarter the televised course was used under
the direc t ion of Professor Ni l e Meservy .

Since summer quarter

se s sions are only five weeks i n l ength, the televised lectures were
shown dai ly.

Classes were two hours in length allowing discussion

groups to meet the second hour.
Physical Facilities
For practical purposes the physical equipment employed in closed
circuit television at USU may be divided into two catagories, that for
production and t hat for utili za t ion.

The produc t ion facilities are

housed primari l y in rooms 373, 3 76, and 378 of the library.

The rooms

contain a television s tudio, a cont ro l room and one office .

In the

studio there is the s tandard production equipment consisting of two
vidicon camer as , a s lide -film chain, a telec tern, l ights, and a l l
other equ i pment necessary for the production of a t e l evis ion pr ogram,
wi th the one exception that no videotape recorder is permanent l y
instal l ed.

In orde r to record a lesson on tape from this fac i l i t y the

audio and video signa ls were transmitted through the underground cable
sys t em to the Radio-Television Center to be recorded there.
The utilization facilities consist of a cable distribution system
which can be fed from either the closed circuit television center in
the library or from the Radio-Television Center.
As can be seen in the following diagram of the ca ble system, it
extend s to nearly every major building on campus, but a t pre se nt i t is
not fed into i ndividual classrooms.

There also are no classrooms equipped

with monitors and speakers for viewing an instructiona l television program.
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At the present time, in order to u se any of the courses prepared
for television, it is necessary to

sched~le

of the Forestry-Zoology building.

At this location an Eidophor large-

the course in the auditorium

sc reen projector is available along with a portable videotape recorder.
The video signal is fed directly from the recorder into the larges creen projector and the audio is fed into the auditorium's amplifier
system.

This auditorium has a total o f 327 seat s available.

Thus it can

only accommodate the larger lower division courses if they are divided
into at least two or three sections offered at different times.
problem with this room is the control of artificial light.
of lights along the sides is on dimmers.

Another

One set

With the side lights entirely

off the re is stil l too much light falling on the proj ection screen to
perceive much detail.

With the center lights off and the side light s

on full, there is inadequate light for the students to take notes.
However, this latter arrangement, though it leaves much to be desired ,

is the one being used.

This is the system preferred by faculty and

students who have experienced the two alternatives.
It is also conceivable that a small class could use one of the
televised courses if manpower and equipment were available to transport
a videotape recorder and monitors to selected classrooms.

At the

present, however, neither the manpower nor the videotape recorder
necessary are available.
The only other possible way of using the courses would be to
have the class meet in the Radio-Television Center, but this is
undesirable on two counts; first, the Radio-Television Center is
located some distance from the center of campus, and second, it would
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make it di ff icul t if not impossible to carr y on the r egular producti ons
scheduled fo r the cent e r.

For s ome limit ed use , thi s is being done ,

a s was the case with the Music l course for summer quarte r, 1969 , as

me ntioned pr eviously, but thi s cannot be c onsidered anything bu t an
i nterim means of util i zing portions of the cours e .

THE

P~OBLEM

Any serious use of television for instructiona l purposes,
whether as the principal and primary means of instruction, or as
enrichment to the conventional means of instruction , should, of
necessity, consist of four elements:
utilization, and evaluation.

pre-planning, production,

It is toward this final element,

eva luation, that this study is directed.
As indicated in the title of the thesis, this is a genera l
s tudy .

It does not seek to discover new statistical relationships

between the maze of variables connected with the use of closed
c ircuit television.

Rather it tries to present, define, and evaluate,

to a limited extent, the present situation in specific areas.

Once

the institutional administration is aware of what exists at th e present,
after only limited exposure in the use of instructional television to
date, it will have a more concrete basis upon which to make future

decisions.

This study covers only a portion of the material nece ssar y

for that concrete basis, while other studies that have been conducted
and may be conducted in the future, will round it out.
Definition and Limitation of the Study
This study is divided into four parts.
of student a ttitudes and reactions.
the use of instructional television?

First is the evaluation

What are their attitudes toward
Do they feel that they learn as

much from instructional television as they do from the conventional methods
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of instruction?

Are they willing to accept the additional respons-

ibilities television places on them?
television?

Do they enjoy learning from

It was hoped, even though all of these questions could

not be answered with finality, that the answers found would relate to
the specific situations encountered in the use of instructional

television at Utah State University, and give guidance in future
developments in these areas at this university.

The second part of the study was to consider many of the same
questions , but in relation to the university faculty members who were

involved with the project, specifically those who actually prepared
the televised material.

Because of the small number of faculty

members involved (N=l3), the limited amount of information gained

should most likely only be interpreted as a foundation for further
research.

The third aspect of t he s tudy deals with costs involved:
for the indiv i dual facu l ty membe r conce rned, the academic
depar tment, the Radio-Te levision Department, and the University as a
whole.

It was not intended that a cost compar ison would be derived

between conventional i nst ruc tion a nd closed circuit television.

kind of data has been r e ported in other stud ies .

This

It is thought,

howeve r, that an analysis of the time, e ffor t, a nd finances associ ated

wi th the production and utilization of the various courses during
the first year would be use ful information for evaluative purpo ses.
The final e l ement of the study consists of r ecommendations for
the f u ture use of ins tructional television at Utah St ate University,
a long with s uggestions for modifications of the pres e nt system as now
being empl oyed .
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Proce dur es f or Eva lua ti on

Stude nt a tt i tudes and r e action to courses

The instrument u sed for the eva luat ion of student atti tud es and
reactions to the cours e s was a que stionnaire using the basic Like r t

ty pe sc al e for measuring attitudes.

Li kert Type Scal e Us ed

1.

Strong ly Agree

2.

Agree

3.

Uncertain

4.

Disagree

5.

Strongly Di s agree

This que stionnaire wa s administered as c l osely as possible t o

the final class period of the course, or , i n special instances, such

a s wi th the first use of Sociology 70 on campus, as c l ose as possible
to t he la st class period in whi ch t e l e vised instruction was used.
The first quest i onnai r e used was developed by and for the
Political Sci ence De partment and provides only limited information
regarded the use of instructional television.

From this original

effort the investigator develo ped what was tho ught to be a mo re
sa ti s factor y ques tionnaire from the standpoint of interest and concern
in the use of ins tr uctional television.

With only one exce pti on this

latte r questi onnaire was used for all subsequent student evaluations .
The e xception was a slightly modified form of the instrument that was
given to the students in Sociology 70 when it was taught on campu s
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with only the beginning televised lessons of the s eri es used ,
Copies of the quest i onnaire forms are shown i n the Appendix.
To facilitate analysis the questionnaire was divided into eight
sections:

l.

Technical

2.

Presentation

3.

Utilization

4.

Purpose

5.

Course Structure

6.

General Impressions

7.

Areas for Possible Improvement

8.

Personal Data

General results and observations were made about each area for
each course, based on a tabulation of the re sponses , to yield a mean
response for each question.

Also, in an effor t to provide a somewhat

different pe rspective of the attitudes, the percentages of responses
to each of the five choices available for each item on the questionnaire
were found,

This latter process was completed on only two of the

courses t aught on the Utah State University campus:

English 24 and

Political Science 10.
One additional attribute of the questionnaire is that it was
constructed in such a way that an average of the mean responses for
the first seventeen items gives an indication of the students' general
at titude and feeling toward the course as a whole.

This average has been

compared to both the students' college year and their stated pre sent
grade point average to determine if these two factors appeared to
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have any influence upon the students' acceptance of the course as

it was taught through the use of instructional television.
It was also though t that some insigh t could be found in subjective
comments which were published by Student Life, the student newspaper
for Utah State University.
therefore made.

A brief analysis of this material was

Also the personal observations of the investigator

concerning student attitudes are presented.
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Faculty at t i tude and reaction to courses
An a ttempt at determining the attitud e and reaction of faculty
members to the use of instructional television was conducted by means

of persona l interviews.

Only the opinions of those faculty members who

we re directly involved in the pr oduction of the televised courses
have been surveyed.

In most , but no t all, cases those teachers

who were involved in the utilization of the cou rses were surveyed

also .
The faculty memb e r s we re i nt erviewed by graduate students from
the Radio-Te l evision De partment because the investigator feared that
the t eac her's intimate association with the overall closed circui t

television pr oject might tend to bias their r es pon ses, should the
Closed Circuit Coordinator himself conduct the interviews.
The interviews were recorded on audio tape and lat er transcri bed .
The se transcr iptions were then divided into various sections and

ana lyz ed for content.

The format of the interview covered five

basic areas with several questions devoted to each area.
were:

I.

Educational Innovation
A.

Would you talk for a moment about your
att itudes and feelings toward television
instruction before you had had any
personal experience with it?

B.

Did the experience change your feelings
about television?

C.

II.

Do you think students accept the added
responsibility that television demands
of them?

The Teacher's Role
A.

What do you feel the role of a teacher is?

The se areas
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B.
III.

IV .

How does closed c i rcuit television affec t
that role?

The Role of Television in Relat ion to the Objectives
of the Course
A.

What are the objectives of the area you
taught in the closed circuit television
course? In the Department?

B.

What do you feel is the purpose of the
televised lectures in this course?

Personal Attitudes Toward Instructional Television
A.

Do you think handling a course on closed
circuit television required a special sort
of person, or is it something that any good,
experienced teacher can do?

B.

What are the qualities of a good television
instructor?

C.

Did you visualize any particular aspect
of your area in the course in which
telev ision wou ld serve an advantage?

D.

Did you visualize any personal advantage
deriving from your partici pation with
television instruction?

V.

Attitude Toward the Pres ent Closed Circuit Experience
A.

Did you enj oy the televi sion experience (planning
a nd produc tion)?

B.

What special prob lems does closed circuit
television raise for the instructor? The
Department? The University?

C.

Was the financial support provided you enough to get
done the kind of job you had hoped to do?
Administrative support? Support from the
television personnel?

As mentioned in the definition and limitation of the study, it
was not intended this study contain a cost comparison between con-

ventional classroom instruction and closed circuit television
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i nst ruct ion .

Th i s t ype of a nalysis has bee n don e many t imes in t he

past with many different situations and almost as many different

results.

The major reasons for these different conclusions are the

result of differing opinions among and within universities regarding

what costs should be included, how they should be computed, and what
me thod of analysis should be used to arrive at a total cost figur e .
The r e sult is a cost analysis that is not satisfactory for all
situations, or two or more cost analyses, each showing different

r e sults.

For example, a university administration could feel that

the costs of graduate assistant proctors should be included in the
c osts associated with instructional television; whereas, the tele vision
de~artment

may feel that they should not be includ ed, since they were

used before the advent of instructional television to the course

(Ogden, 1969).
Because a generally accepted cost accounting system has not bee n
developed in instructional television, this investigator proceeded

to combine what appeared to him to be the better and more reasonable
f e atures of several.

He attempted to determine the cost of producing, recording, and
utilizing the televised courses at Utah State University for the year
1968-69.

The costs associated with each course were separated and a

fina l figure was found for each.

This separation was considered to

be necessary because of the very different approaches that were used
in each course for both the production and utilization aspects.
The analysis for each course was divided into four sections.
The first section includes the production time and material involved .
Exclusive of the television instructor's time, which is included in
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anothe r s ec tion, it refle ct s the time of the various production
pe r s onne l who we re involved, and the i nst r uctional materials s uch as
maps , films, slides, graphs, e tc. , used for the television production.
The se cond sec tion, "re cordi ng costs," includes the pe rsonnel

ac tually invol ved at th e recording session, less the television
instruc tor's time.

It also includes equ ipment costs which we re

calculated on the basis of amortization ove r a period of t e n years .
The third s e ctio n is the "instruc tional costs."

Basically this

i s the te l evision ins tructor' s time invo lved in the produc tion,
r e cordi ng, and the use o f the course.

parts.

Thi s time was divided i nt o two

The production and recording time was paid for from a special

grant which was received from the Utah Joint Council on Educa tiona l

Television .

This grant provid ed an honorarium of $25 for each tele-

vision lesson produc ed regardless of the t ime involved .

In ef f ect,

then, there was no cost to the univer si ty in this year for the pr oduc tion
and recording of t hese courses, so far as the t ele vision teacher ' s
sala ry was concerned.

Obviously in some cases the amount of $25 was merely a "token "
payment when compared to the time involved for these profes sors in
pre paring a single t elevised production.
The second part of the third section is composed of the time
involved in conducting and administering the class, or the utilizati on

aspect of the proj ec t.

This time was calculated on the basis of com-

pensation at the rate of $6.41 per hour, which is the average hour l y
rate paid the faculty members at Utah State University (Coordinat ing
Council on Higher Education Summary on Financing Higher Education in
Utah, Re port No. M2).
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The final section in this cost analysis is "utilization."

This

term i s used perhaps somewhat ambiguou s ly because part of the
utilization costs- - professor's time- - are included i n the instructional
cos ts section.

In this instance reference is made o nly to the

technical equipment necessary for prese ntation of the course, and an
enginee r's time for operating s uch equipme nt .

Since only two of the four courses, Political Sc i ence 10 a nd
English 24, have been used during the academic year, utilization
costs have only been computed for them .

As the Sociology 70 and Music

courses begin use und e r similar normal conditions analyses of these

may be made.

For the present, however, they have not been includ ed

in this sec t io n .

The objective of t h i s cost analysis was to arrive at a total
cost for each course, and a figure which , as ac c urately as possible ,
represents the cost per s t uden t c r edit unit.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Three questions are inevitably raised whenever it is proposed
that television be incorporated as a part of the inst r uctional proc ess .
First, the re is concern about whether the s tud en ts will ac ce pt t he
medium.

Can the st udents l e arn from t elev i sed instruc t ion?

Will it

be rej ec t e d as j us t another advance toward a more complete deperson-

alization or mechanization of the teaching process?

Can the stud e nts

accept the additional responsibility for learning that t e levision
imposes upon them?

The second ques tion is concerned with how we ll t he medium of
tele vision will be accepted by the teachers themselves.

Are the

teachers opposed to the introduction and use of new media?
why?

I f so,

Will they feel threatened, or will they acce pt the challenge with

an tic i pation?

How effec t ive l y will the teaching staff be ab l e to

use tele vi sion?

Finally, and perha ps cruc ial for many instructional systems, is
the ques t ion of costs.

How much will all the equipment necessary for

the production and utilization of t elevision lessons cost?
will it cost to produce the television lessons?

How much

Department heads may

ques tion whether the high costs associated with t elevision instruc tion
might not be better a ppli ed to faculty salaries, or the hiring of
a dd i tional faculty members .
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Student Attitude and Reacti on
In reviewing the material relating to the use of televised
instruc tion and s tud ent attitudes, a beginning should consist of

research pe rtaining to the attitudes that stud en ts had before they
actual ly experie nced instruction by t e l evisi on .

Becker (1963) found

tha t the attitudes of en tering co ll ege freshmen who had not previously
been enrolled in a college cours e taught by television were clust e red
in two grou ps:

one conce r ned their e stimate of the value of instruc ti onal

television in t e rms of us efulness and the maintenance of high intellect ual s tandards.

The second grou p of attitudes was conce r ned

with whether televised instruction would be friendly or pleasant,
or cold and impersonal.
What, then, are the attitudes of students after they have had a
televised course and have some concre t e ex pe rience upon which to base
their feelings?

Andrews (1960) reported that secondary s tud ents who

had taken high school algebra by television liked least the absenc e of
any personal contact with the television lecturer.

Klapper (1958b),

howeve r , tested col l ege students taking a sociology course by television , followed by a discussion session led by either the television
lecturer, a graduate student, or another faculty member.

The re sults

indicated that lack of personal contact with the television lecturer
did not affect achievement.

Nor did the lack of this personal contac t

produce unfavorable attitudes toward the course.
Andrews (1960) also report ed that the secondary schoo l students
tested disliked the fact that they could not interrupt the television
lecture to ask questions.
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This lack of immedia te feedback is the cause of considerable
co nc ern to both s tude nt s a nd t elevision instructors.

Experiments have

bee n conduct ed which employed various forms of feedback to the
lecture r.
grou ps.

Wolgamuth (1961) divided 80 college students into four
One was pre se nt in the televis ion studi o .

Another group

utilized a microphone system t h rough which they could talk to the
instruc t or as he presented t he l esson over t elev isi on .

The third

gr oup had an electrical signal sys t em through which they could indic ate
whethe r or not the t ele vision instruc tor was go ing t oo fast and when
they felt that a n example or more explanation was needed to clarify a
point.

The final grou p had no feedback system.

The res ults indicated no statistically significant differences
in learning a nd r e t en tion among the four groups.

Also there were no

significant diffe r ences in their attitudes toward the cou r se .
Ne ver theless , this inability to rais e questions a nd participate
in discussion seems to be a major conc ern of television-taught s tud ents.

St uit e t a l. (1956) pointed out that it was discussion r a ther than
the television presentation that exerted a greater influence in

motiva ting learning.
The Southweste rn Signal Corps Training Ce nter (1953) conducted
an ex periment that reinforces the idea that discussion is importan t
in motivating learning.

Results revealed that the trainees disliked

televis ion without a talkback system.

On the other hand, they were

ke pt alert when they could be que s tioned over a talkback system.
No studies reviewed made any attempt to differentiate between the
desire for personal contact between the television lecturer and th e
student and the desire for more discussion, although each has been
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analyzed separate ly (Herminghaus, 1957; Klapper, l 958b; Los Angeles
City School Districts, 1959; Bryan, 1961; Devitt, 1961 ; Wilkins, 1962;
Westley and Barrow, 1959; Greenhill, 1964 ; Devault, Houston, and Boyd,
1962; Almst ead and Graf, 1960).
One of the most i mportant que stions concerning i nstructiona l

t e l evis ion, eve n if it is accepted by the s tudents, is whe ther or not
learning takes p lace.

From the thousands of experiments and studies

conducted there can be no doubt t ha t a great deal of information can
be learned.

Experimenting with 58 educati on majors Syke s (1964)

compared a control group that had no instruction in art with a
television group that watched six 45-minute art lessons.
be expected, there was a signific ant difference in

favo~

As might
of the tele-

vision group.

Continuing to the next step of comparing learning of televis ed
i nstruction wi th conventional methods of instruction, several

resear che rs have s tudi ed a host of reports .
393 experimental compar isons.

Schramm (1962) sun®ed up

Two hundred and fift y-five showed no

significant difference, 83 were significantly in favor of televis ion,
55 significantly in favor of conventional methods.
Pflieger and Kelly (1961), in a three-year national program
involving 800 public schools and 200,000 students, reported that mo st
comparisons showed no significant differences, 119 were significant in
favo r of televised instruction, and 44 in favor of conventionally
taught students.
Ke ll y (1964) made more than three hundred matched achievement
test comparisons and, in one out of every four comparisons, signifi cantly

higher achievement scores were made by television groups.
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Th e ge nera l consens us f r om t he r esearch compa ring the effectivenes s of televis e d i nst ruction with conve ntional i ns truction, s o far a s
l e arning and achievement are concerned, is that there is no stat i st ic al ly

sign ificant difference.

In fact, when there is a difference it will

mos t like ly be in fav or of televi se d instruction.
I t i s d ifficult to ana lyz e th e fa ct or s involved in the acceptance
of i ns truc tional t elevi s ion because t h ere a re s o many , and t hey vary
f r om situation to sit uation, s uch as those fac tors me nt ioned e ar lier

in t hi s r eview.

Carpen t e r and Greenhill (1958) have i de nt ifi ed

se ver a l oth er s including:
1.

Size of classroom

2.

Distance of assigned seats from lecturer and demonstrations

3.

The genera l methods of teaching

4.

The personality of the teacher

5.

Qualit y and adequacy of video and sound prese ntation

6.

Classroom atmos phere

7.

Content of the course

But there remain many more factors that must be identified and
inve s tigated.

And they need to be investigated in isolation as well

as in the relationships that exist between them and all other e lements
of the system.
Schramm and Chu (1967) have summarized the results of ove r 1,000
studies dealing with instructional television.

Referring to attitude s

toward thi s medium their conclusions are:
There is a tendency for attitudes to be more favor able
toward teaching by television in the early grades than the
later ones, but this is not always true. There is no good
reason to doubt that instructional television may be either
liked or disliked at almost any grade level and in almost
any subject matter; anci t:he way i..: ls u.st::d, alo1tg with
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the conditions of its use, rather than grade level and
subject, will decide what attitudes it draws forth . A
student's attitudes toward teaching by television seem to relate
closely to how he pe r ceives the quality and interest of t he
course, how frustrated he is at having to wait until the end
of the broadcast to ask his questions, how he perceives t he
alternative to being t a ught by television , and his feeling
about the conditions of viewing. (Schramm and Chu, 1967, p. 72)
Faculty Attitude and Reaction
Also crucial to the success or failure of instructional televi si on
are the a tt itudes of t eachers towa rd it .

Both the television t eacher

and the teacher responsible for th e class must work effectively t oge ther to create a l ea rning experience .
In general it appears that t eachers in the lowe r grade levels a r e
most like ly to accept televised instruction than those in the upper
l evels (Westle y and J a cobson, 1962).
college l evel a l so.

This trend seems to hold int o the

Goet zinger and Valentine (1963 ) found tha t faculty

attitudes at the Universi t y of Colorado moved fr om positive to negative
a long a scale of class- l evel ranging from lower division through upper
division to graduat e study.
Involvement and i n-service training seem to be the key e lements in
mak ing the attitudes of classroom teachers change in favor of televis ion.
Hardaway, Beymer, and Engbretson (1963) found that the attitudes of
teachers wh o used television courses and who had a course or workshop
in teaching with televi sion were c onsiderably more favorable than thos e
who had not had such training in television teaching.
The schools in Hagerstown, Md., are probably as much involved
with the use of television as any other school system in the country.
This maximum involvement could seemingly relate to Fletcher's report
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(196 1) that 83 pe r cent of the t eachers of the Hagers t own schools
r ega rd ed t eaching with the a i d of t e l evision as a stimulat ing adventure.
In 1960 Chicago City Junior College issued its report of a
three yea r experiment i n pre se nting "TV College ."

The r eport

summa r ize d t eache r reaction thi s wa y:

Facu lty ac ce pta nc e of television as an educational tool
has gr own steadily s i nc e the beg i nning of our ex periment .
Teacher enthu s i asm se e ms to grow wi th the amount of involve me nt . The more a t e a cher ha s a part in pre par i ng courses,
t e ac hi ng sec tions of t e l ecours es , or g ivi ng act ual courses

on t e l evisi on, t he more t he teachP. r usua lly likes t h is way of
te aching . (Fl e t che r, 1961, p. 58)
Ra nd leman (1960) id e ntified seve ral attitudina l e l eme nts th a t
diffe re nt i ate be tween t e ache r s who have and who have not taught with
t elevi s i c n:

A.

fear of standardiz ed, mechanized education

B.

f ear of the non-TV teacher decreasing in e ff ec tivene ss

c.

c onc e rn ove r lack of student feedback

D.

distrust of me asuring instrume nts.

I n e ach c as e those t e achers who had had experience with television

we r e more favorable.

Evans, Smith, and Colville (1962) r e ve ale d

some addit i onal attributes of pro-TV teachers .

He found them to be

more likely to:
A.

be more variable in their teaching technique

B.

be more interested in research

c.

have more teaching ex perience

D.

be more tolerant of psychological interviews, of night
students, and of student activities

E.

show less concern with economic rewards

F.

be less likely to have colleagues who agreed with the ir views .
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Research has also shown that administrators a r e more likely to
accept television instruction than are the t eachers (Bailey, 1961;
Starlin, 1962).
Another aspect o f teacher at titude that is of primary importance
is the at titude of the classroom teacher who uses t e levisi on , and the
relationship of that attitude t o the students ' atti tude.

In 1960 the

Philadelphia Public Schools issued a report stating:
The classroom teacher has emerged as a key entity of the
11

t eacher t eam."

Excellent t elevision lessons are enhanced

by ski ll ful handling of pupil questions, lessons extension
and application. Pupil l ea rnings and at titudes are de t ermined by the skill, enthusia sm and a ttitudes of the classroom teacher.
Asheim (1962) quotes Champion, who also support s this view ,
saying, " . . . the classroom t eachers 1 attitude can make or break

the effectiveness of educational television."
Returning again to Schramm and Chu, they conclude:
A teacher's attitudes s eem to relate closely to his
estimate of what television is likely to do to the classroom
t ~a cher's

present status and future prospects, and hi s percep-

tion of how effectively it works in the classroom. If a
teacher can be made to feel involved and if he can be helped
to l earn his new role, then his own improved attitudes are l ikely
to be re f lected in student a ttitudes, and he is more like l y to
integrat e the broadcast into an effective classroom s itua tion- which wi ll make both students and teacher like it better.
(Schramm and Chu, 1967, p. 72)

This res earcher found, among the limited available cost studies,
that expenses associated with the production equipment and utili zat ion
of instructional television can vary anywhere from a thousand dollars
on up.

The production equipment purchased at Utah State Universi ty

c ost a total of $57,000.

Equipment purchased for the Pasadena

Unified School District Cost $489,100 (Fink, 1968).

The determining
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factors seem to be the use to which you intend to put the e quipme nt ,
and the funds available.
There generally are two a pproaches toward which televised
instruction can be directed.
instruction.

The first is improved quality of

As the studies mentioned previously indicate, it seems

television can complement the classroom instruction in a grea t number
of instances, and to such a degree that increased learning can t ake

place.

Essentially, this is accomplished by presenting the basic

mass of information via television, thus relieving the instructor

from this obligation, and the reby allowing him more time to devote
to other areas of the course.

In a number of instance s television can

present material better than a teacher could in person.

This

would result in higher quality education in the aspects both of
transmitting information, and the additional teacher time available
for the many other elements of learning of which a class is composed.
In at least three school systems television has prove n to be
such an effective transmitter of information that an entire curriculum

is taught by television.

These are Hagerstown, Maryland; American

Samoa; and Chicago, Illinois.
For an example of how the use of television could conceivably
save an instructor's time, let's assume that a teacher had 2,000

students taking a science course.
cell?

How would he show them a living

He could march them past a microscope one by one for a 20-

second look which would take more than 11 hours.

Or he could let a

televisio n lens give each of the students a three to five minute look.
This would give them a chance to draw its picture and give the teacher
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a chance to point out its characteristics .

The question is how much

is this possibility of increased quality worth.
The second a pproach t o the use of televised instruction is

quantity.

Basically, this breaks down to the relationship of cost

per student credit unit.

One of the most intensive studies in this

area was done by Carpenter and Greenhill (1958) at Pennsylvania State
University.

They found that the break - even point between conventional

instruction and televised instruction was close to 200 students, with

the cost per student credit around $8.
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Lepore and Wils on (1958) report that at San Francisco State
College, courses were prepared and broadcast over KQED.

After

extensive research the break-even point between conventional
i nstruction and television in st ruction as used in thi s particular
experime nt was found to be reached when 575 students were enrolle d.
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From data obtained through other aspects of th e San Francisco
State College study, the researchers were able to make three statements
about open-circuit television as it was conducted at the Col lege:
a . It is economically feasible to offer lecturediscussion courses, . . . by television if enrollments of
about 960 are attainable.
b. More expensive courses , . . become economically
feasible if they can be offered to a minimum of 1,440 students.
As it is evident that the great majority of colleges do not have
sufficient students to enroll these numbers in specific courses,
the data seem to indicate that a single college using opencircuit television must justify it on basis other than costs.
c. The costs of televised instruction, after initial
costs have been met, may be reduced for subsequent semesters
and breakeven points may be lowered. (Lepore and Wils on , 1958, p. 57)

Another study conducted at Brigham Young University (Rich, Pall, and
Williams, 1965) found the break - even point with the repeated use of
videotaped courses to be cl ose to 1,200 s tud e nts when using large
sc reen television .

In this instance the cost per student credit unit

was only slightly over $3.
Although the University of Utah has not conducted a s tud y similar
to those above which determine a break-even point between televised
and conventi onal instruction, they have computed the cost of televised
inst ruction per student credit unit for cour ses taught by television
during fall quarter, 1965-66 (Ogden, 1969).
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Tab l e 4.

Cost of t e l evised i nstructi on pe r student-cr edit-unit

No. of
Students

Student Credit
Hours

Cost per Student
Credit Hour

Geography

390

1,560

$4.00

Biology

450

2,250

2 .75

Polit i cal Science

397

1, 98 5

3.10

History

315

1,575

3 . 90

Psychology

155

775

5.85

*132

*132

6.90

427

*427

6.30

Course

English
Humanities

*Clo s ed circuit television (CCTV) assumes l/3 of total student credit
hours.
James E. Greeley (1968) reports that there are studies which
indicate that the cost per student per year for a television
operation in school sys t ems of 3,000 to 7,500 students ranges frorn
$4 to $6 .
What, then, does the r esearch say about costs?

It appears that

it can be expensive or economical, depending upon the situation into
which it is placed, or how the cost is calculated.
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RESULTS AND EVALUATION
As noted previous l y, this study is directed at analysis of three
factors:
and costs,

student attitudes and reaction, faculty attitude and reaction,
In order to present the results of the study in a meaning-

ful manner it is necessary to treat each of these factors differently.
The first factor, student attitude and react ion to the cours e, will be
dealt with on an individual course basis,

Then, to complete this

aspect, s ome generalizations and persona l comments will be made,
The second factor, f aculty atti tude and reaction to th e course,
will not be divided into t he individual courses, rather, these
resu lts will be handled a s a group.
The third factor, cos ts, will a gain be treated on the basis of
the individual courses,
Student Attitude and Reaction to Courses
The courses will be dis cu ssed in the fol lowing order:
l.

Political Science 10

2.

Engl i sh 24

3,

Sociology 70

4.

Music 1

It was during winter quarter, 1968-69, that the research was
conducted on the first two courses.

Sociology 70 and Music l were

res ea rched to a limited extent spring quarter, 1968-69, when the y
were use d off campus at the Uintah Basin Continuing Edu cation Center.
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Also, in the case of Sociol ogy 70, the professor who prepared the
course conducted research on the limited amount of use t he t elevised

lectur es received on campus, also during spring quarter, 1968-69.
The testing instrument used was a questionnaire using a Likert

type scale for measuring attitudes.

As was mentioned previously ,

to facilitate analysis the questi onnaire was divided into eight
sections :

l.

Technical

2.

Presentation

3.

Utilization

4.

Purpose

5.

Course Structu re

6.

General Impressions

7.

Areas of Possible Improvement

8.

Pers onal Data

The analysis of each course is divided into these sections with

the general results for each .

Following each of these general re sul t s

are the indiv idual questions, the mean response to the ques tion, and,

in the case of Political Science 10 and English 24, the percentages of
replies associated with all possible answers.
In order to interpret the mean response for any individual
question, one simply compares the mean listed for the question with
the following key:
l.

Strongly Agree

2.

Agree

3.

Uncer t ain

4.

Disagree

45

5.

Strongly Disagree

For example, assume a mean resp onse was 2 .2 2 .

This would

indicate that the students ag ree with the question to some extent .
Some point between uncertain and definite agreement is indicated.

It will be noted that some questions are worded negatively such
as question !flO ("I didn 1 t learn a great deal from thi s course").
Thus, a mean respons e of 3.50 would indicate that the stude nts
disagree with the statement, or, in other words, felt that they did
learn a great deal f rom the course .
Fol lowing the results of the eight sections some generalizations will be drawn about the course.
Additional comments will be pres e nted upon the conclusion of
the material gathered from these four courses.
Political Science 10
Technical. This area includes que sti ons concerning difficultie s

in either seeing or hearing the televised lectures.
be no problem in this respect.

There seemed to

•able 5.

Items from questionna ire.

QUESTION

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

I had no difficulty seeing the material this
iecturer presented.

11

(12%)

46

(49%)

8

(9%)

24

(26%)

4

(4%)

2 .61

I could always hear
the lecturer in this

32

(34%)

46

(49%)

2

(2%)

12

(13%)

1

(1%)

1. 99

course.
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Presentati on., Included i n this area is c onc e rn ab out the effectiveness of the visual materials, the pace of the material presented,

and whether the students liked or disliked having variou s lectur e rs.
The results of the que s tionnaire indicate that the visual material
did help the students to understand the lessons.

Sixty-nine perc ent

were ei ther uncertain or said that the visual material held their
attenti on, but in general they frequently found their attention
wande ring.

The students disagreed with the proposition that the pace of the
ma t eria l should be increased.

They felt, quite s trongly , that more

time was needed to absorb or assimilate the material pre sented.
And finally,

th~re

was almost universal approval of the method

of usi ng var i ous lecturers rather than only one for the whole course.
However , mention was made that certain of the pr ofessors should be
el i minated, and those better lecturers remaini ng expand their coverage,

or of having those eliminated replaced by others .

: able 6.

Items from questionna i r e.

QUESTION
The visual materials used
in the lectures helped me
to understand the subject ·
matter of this course.

-

-

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DI SAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

9

(9%)

41

(44%)

31

(33 %)

13

(14%)

0

(0'7.)

2.51

I frequently needed more
time to absorb or
assimilate material
presented during the
lecture .

23

(25'7.)

27

(29%)

14

( 15'7.)

25

( 27%)

4

(4%)

2 . 57

The pace of the lectures
was too slow to hold my
attention .

4

(4%)

12

(13%)

27

(30%)

41

(4 5'7.)

7

( 8%)

3. 41

4

(4%)

31

( 33'7.)

30

(3 2%)

23

(24%)

6

(6'7.)

2 .96

32

(34%)

40

(43 %)

10

(117.)

9

(1 0%)

2

(2'7.)

2. 01

32

( 34 %)

45

(48%)

7

(8,.)

6

(6%)

3

(3 '7.)

1. 93

The visua l materials
held my attention.
I found my attention
wandering frequently
during lec t ures .
I liked hav ing severa l
different lect ure r s.

-

STRONGLY
AGREE
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Utilization. This area is concerned, in this sur vey, only with

the needs of the s tudent for asking questions of an instructor on a
person-to-person basis .

Fifty-six percent of the students agreed that

a need was felt to ask questions raised but not answered in th e
television lectures or the discussion sessions.

It was also indicated

that the students thought they would have done bette r in the course if
it had been easier to discuss problems with the lecturer.

These two

indicated attitudes suggest a need for more personal contact between
the instructor and the student.

However, it was also indicated that

the s tudents had had sa ti sfac tory opportunity to contact their
discussion section leader when they had unanswered questions.

Apparently they did have

q~estions,

and they did have the opportunity

to discuss them, but perhaps it required some effort to do so.
Purpose, The major purpose of the course, according to the
indications the students gave, ap peared to be to teach facts and
information along with general pr i nciples and generalizations.

To a

limited extent they felt that the lectures were trying to instill a
desire for further learning .

They disagreed with the idea that the

purpose of the course was to teach a pp lication and problem solving
skills.

1'able 7.

Items from questionnaire.

-QUESTION

-

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DI SAGREE

MEAN

I felt the need to ask
questions which were not
answered in the lecture
or discussion part of the
course.

27

(29%)

26

(28%)

18

(19%)

22

(2 3%)

1

(1%)

2.40

17

(18%)

47

(50%)

13

(14%)

13

( 147.)

4

(4'7.)

2.36

21

(227.)

24

(26%)

26

(28%)

19

(207.)

I,

I have had a satisfactory
opportunity to contact
my discussion session

leader when I had
questions.
I would have done better
in this course if it had
be en easi e r to discuss

(4%)

2.58

problems with the
lecturer.

..,
0

Table 8.

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

The purpose of these
lectures was to teach
facts and information.

16

(17%)

44

(47%)

14

(15%)

15

( 167. )

4

(4%)

2. 45

Th e purpose of these
lectures was to teach
general principles and

11

(12 %)

43

(46%)

25

(27%)

13

(14%)

1

(1 %)

2.46

0

(0%)

12

(13%)

27

(29%)

44

(4 77.)

10

(11%)

3 . 56

5

(5%)

29

(317.)

28

(30%)

27

(29%)

4

(4%)

2.97

8

(9%)

35

(38%)

30

(32%)

13

(14%)

7

(77.)

2. 72

generalizations.

-

The purpose of these
lectures was to teach
application and problem
solving skills.
The purpose of these
lectures was to teach
attitudes and
appreciation s.
The purpose of these
lectures was to instill
a desire for further
learning .

"'....
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Course Structure . The majority of students said they would t ake
additional cou rses on television, but indicated a desire for some
additional discussion sessions.

The next most desirable amendment

to the present st ructur e that was indicated was the organization of
review sessions where the television l ec ture could be seen again .

Students reacted positively to a proposed course consisting of in person lectures with no discussion sessions and were only slightly
negative in relation to a proposed course consis ting of in-person

lectures with one discussion session per week.

This appears to be

somewhat of a contrad iction to the results indicating a de sire for
more discussion sessions (a contradictio n for which the researcher
can offe r no explanation).

Gene ral Impressions. A slight majority of th e stud ents, 56%,
felt that this course was not the most interesting course they had
eve r taken; however, they felt that they learned a great deal from
the course, and 72% of the students claimed that they often thought
of the subject matter outside of the classroom.
The students felt, to some extent, that they would not take
additional non-required courses in this area.

It would be inte resting

to know whether this feeling was due to the television lectures, or
simply the fact that Political Science 10 is a required course, and
therefore, has students registered for it who would not be taking
a dditional courses in this area anyway.
The students were uncertain as to what effect the television
presentations might have on their final grade in the course.
And finally, students felt the problem of disturbances in the
room during the lectures did not exist in this situation.

rable 9.

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DI SAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

I will take additional
courses on television if

the alternative is inperson lectures in a large
lecture hall (300-500
students) with no

.

15

(18%)

14

(17%

13

( 167.)

16

(197.)

25

(307.)

3 . 29

20

(24%)

23

(27%

16

( 19%)

18

(217.)

7

(87.)

2.65

all nontelevision sections

10

(12%)

23

(27%

26

(31%)

19

(23%)

6

(7%)

2 . 82

of the course are filled.
I will take additional
courses on television if
the television section is
taught by a better
lecturer -( aJ.

9

( 117.)

24

(29 %

17

(20%}

25

(3 0%)

8

( 10%)

3.00

discussion sessions .

I will take additional
courses on television if
more discussion sessions

accompany the television lectures.

I will take additional
courses on television if

-

..,
w

·rable 9 (continued).

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION
Under no conditions will
I take additional courses

-

-

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DI SAGREE

MEAN

7

(8%)

3

(4%)

27

(32 %)

32

(38 %)

15

(18%)

3.48

l3

(16%)

25

(30%)

19

(2 3%)

2l

(25'7.)

5

(6%)

2. 80

10

(12%)

27

(32%)

22

(26%)

17

(20'7.)

8

(10%)

2. 86

on television .

I will take additional
courses on television
if review sessions are

-

STRONGLY
AGREE

arranged where the television lecture can be
seen again.
I will take additional
courses on television if
the alternative is inperson lectures in a
large-lecture hall
(300-500 students) with
one dis cu ssion session
per week .

'<'able 10 .

Items from questionnaire .

.
QUESTION
This course has been
among the most
interesting I have
taken .
Students taking this
course by television
will receive lower
grades than if the
l ecturer ha d conducted
the course in _person.
I didn 1 t learn a great
deal in this course.
It was frequently
difficult to follow
the lecturer because
of the disturbances

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

4

(4%)

23

(25%)

14

(15 %)

34

(3 77.)

18

(19%)

3.42

16

(177.)

i5

(16%)

27

(29%)

27

(297.)

9

(9 %)

2.98

2

(2 %)

1.7

(187o}

15

{16%)

47

(507.)

13

(14%)_

3.55

2

(27.)

7

(7%)

6

( 67.)

58

(62%)

21

(22%)

3, 95

17

(18%)

51

(54%)

6

(6%)

18

(19%)

2

(2%)

2.33

4

(4%)

15

(16%)

34

(37 %)

26

(28%)

14

(157.)

3.33

in the room.

I have often thought
about the subject matter
of this course outside
of the classroom.
As a result of this course

I will probably take
additiona l nonrequired
courses in this area.
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Areas of Impr ovement. Of twe lve po ssible s uggestions , thr ee
seemed most desirable.

First was the idea of having short e r

television lectures,allawing ten minutes at the conclusion for

questions in class.

Second, there was felt to be a definite need

for more comment about current event s .

contact with a te acher was r e quested.

And third, more personal

It ha s occurred to the

inves tigator that if the fir s t suggestion we re implemented, the
other two could possibly be handled at the s ame time.

For example,

if the television lectures were cut ten minutes allowing ten minutes
for discussion, this time could be used to incorporate current eve nts
into the cou r se.

This also would increase the student 1 s personal

contact with a teacher.
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Suggestion Number s

1.

Shorter television lectures allowing ten minutes for questions
in class

2.

Increased comment on current events

3.

Increased persona contact with the t eacher

4.

Less material mor e thoroughly cove r ed

5.

Hav ing lecturing professor a tt e nd the televised lecture

6.

More visual variety

7.

More printed guide material to accompany television lectures

8.

More discussion sessions

9.

Fewe r instructors

10.

More testing

11.

Smaller groups u s ing regular television sets

12.

More classroom control

F:g~r2

4.

A~ea~

uf p0ssib 1e improvement .
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PERSONAL DATA
School Year

Senior

3]

(3%)

Junior

I

Sopho-

(87.)
28

more

1 (307.)

_I (59%)

54

Freshman
0

10

5

15

20

30

2's

40

35

50

45

Cumulative Grade Point Average

I

8

Below a 2 . 0

(9%)

l

21

Be twe en 2. 0 and 2 . 49
Be t ween 2 . 5 and 2. 99
Bet"Wee n

(25%)

I

26

3 .0 and 3.5

T(30%)

25

Above 3.5

4
0

I

(31%)

(57.)
20

15

10

5

30

25

Ex pee ted Fina 1 Gr ade

F
D

N
0

(0%)
(2'7. )

I

34

c
B

l

44

A

J

24
0

Figure ';.

(35%)

5
PerRonal

10
d~t<'\ .

15

20

25

(477.)

(15%)
30

35

40

45

)5
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Generalizations . One attribute of the questionnaire is that it
is constructed in such a way that the first seventeen questions, when

looked at as a whole, suggest a general attitude toward the course.
In the case of Political Science 10, this average attitude is repre sented by 3 . 0, indicating general uncertainty on the part of the
student's attitude toward the course.
The questionnaires we re divided into class year:

freshman,

so phomore, junior, senior; and again the average response for the
first seventeen items on the questionnaire was found.

The resu lts

were:

Table 11.

Ite ms from ques tionnaire.

Class Year

No. Students

Average Response

Freshman

54

2.8

Sophomore

28

2 .9
2.7

Junior
Senio r

3

3.3

Because of the small numb e r of seniors registered for the class
(N=3), it is possible that their average response of 3.3 is not
representative.

Thus th ere appear to be no significant differences

in attitude toward the course as a result of class year.
The questionnaires were again divided, this time into the

students' stated grade po int averages:

below 2.0, between 2.0 and

2 . 49, between 2 .50 and 2.99, between 3 .0 and 3 . 5, above 3 . 5; and

60
agai n the ave r age res ponse to the f i rst seve nteen i t ems was found .

The r e sults we re:
Table 12 .

It ems from questionnaire .

Grad e Point Average

No. Stud e nts

Below 2.0

Average Re spons e

8

2. 9

Be tween 2.0 and 2 . 49

21

2.7

Be twee n 2 . 50 and 2.9 9

26

2. 8

Be tween 3.0 and 3 . 5

25

2.9

4

3.0

Above 3.5

These averages also show only very slight differe nces .

Pe rhap s

one would be fairly accurate in suggesting that these two factors,
c lass year and grade point average, play only extreme ly minor roles
in determining an individual's attitude tcrward !:his cour3e.

A correlation was run between class year and grade point average,

which proved to be very low, .372.

Thus, while there appears to be a

positive relationship between class year and grade point average, it
is ver y low.
English 24
Technical. As mentioned pre viously, this area includes questions
about difficulties in ei ther seeing or hearing the televised lectur es .
There appear to be no problems in this area.

So fa r as the students

are concerned, they indicate they can both see and he ar the lessons
s atisfac t orily .

Table 13.

It ems from questionnaire.

QUESTION
I had no difficulty
seeing the materials
the lecturer presented.
I could always hear
th e l ecturer in th is
course.

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

(10%)

14

(15%)

3

(3%)

2.37

(9 '7.)

10

(11%)

3

(3'7.)

2.17

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

12

(13 %)

56

(60%)

9

23

(24%)

50

(53 %)

8
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Presentation. This area, again, is conce rned with the effective ness of vi s ual material, the pac e of the material presented, and

whether the students liked or disliked having various lecturers.
The res ults of the quest ionnaire indicate tha t the visua l mater ia l
did he lp the students to und e rstand the lessons.

However, they did

not ind i cate that th e visual material held their attention, and in
general , they found their attention wandering during t he lectu res.

Fifty-eight percent of the s tud ents i ndi ca t ed t hat more t ime
was needed to absorb the material .

Sixty-seven percent d isagreed with

the proposition that the pace of the lecture s was too slow to hold
thei r attention.
Fi~ally,

as was the situation with Political Scie nce 10,

there was almost universal a pproval of the method of using various
lecturers, rather than one for the whole course.

Mention was made

that certain of the lecturers should be el iminated or else present
their mate rial using a different and mor e interesting a pproach.
Utilization . This area, as was the case before, is concerned in

this survey only with needs of the student for asking questions of
an instructor on a person-to-person basis.

It was again indicat ed

that a need was felt to ask questions raised but not answered in
either the television lectures or the discussion sessions.

It w2s

also felt by the students that they would have done better in the
cou rs e if it had been easie r to discuss problems with a lecturer.
Again, a need for more personal contact between instructor and

stud e nt seems to be indicated.

However, the students revealed tha t

they had had a satisfactory opportunity to contact their discussi on
section leader when they had questions.

Tab l e 14 .

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION
The visual mat eri a ls us ed
in the lecture helped me
t o understand the subject

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

5

(5%)

45

(48'7.)

18

(19%)

19

(20'7.)

7

( 7%)

2. 77

28

(30%)

26

(28 %)

16

(17 %)

23

(24 %)

1

(1%)

2. 50

5

( 5%)

9

(10%)

17

(1 8%)

48

(51'7.)

15

(16%)

3. 63

2

{_2 '7.)

23

(24%)

23

_(24 %)

30

(32 '7,}

16

(17%)

3.36

33

( 35%)

42

(45%)

9

(9 %)

10

(6%)

0

( 3%)

1. 96

24

(26'7.)

53

(5 6%)

8

( 9'7.)

6

( 6%)

3

(3 %)

2.05

matter of this course.
I fr equently needed more

time to a bsorb or
assimilate mater ial
presented during
the lecture .
The pace of the lectures
was too slow to hold my
att e ntion.

The visua l materials
held my attention.
I found my attention
wandering frequently
dur i ng lectures.
I liked having several
different l ecturers.

Table 15.

Items f r om ques tionnaire .

QUESTION
I felt the need to ask
questions which were not
answered in the l ecture
or discussion part of the

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

20

(21%)

32

(34%)

17

(18%)

22

(23 %)

3

(3 %)

2.55

20

(21%)

34

(36%)

11

(12 %)

23

(24%)

6

(6%)

2.59

22

(23%)

28

(30%)

18

( 197o)

23

(24%)

3

(3%)

2.54

course.

I have had a satisfactory
opportunity to contact my
discussion section leader

.

when I had que stions •
I would have done better
in this course if it had
been eas ier to discuss

problems with the
lecturer.
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Purp ose . The major purpo se of this cours e, according t o the s t udent' s
indications, appear s t o have be en to teach gene ral principle s and
generalizations along with attitudes and appreciations.

To a lesser

e xt e nt they felt that the lecturer was trying to instill a desire for
f urther learning.

The students disagreed with the idea that the

pur pose of the cours e was to teach application and prob l em so lving
s kills.
Course Structure . In gen e ral, the stud e nts were undecide d a s to

whe ther or not they would take additional courses on television.
Se v e nty-one percent, however, were either uncertain or agreed tha t

the y would take additional television courses if review sessions
were arranged where the television lecture could be seen

ag~in.

General Impressions. A majority of the students indicat ed that
this course was not the most interesting course they had ever take n.
However, only twenty-seven percent felt that they didn't learn a
great deal in the course.

Most of the students claimed that they

often thought of the subject matter outside of the classroom.
The students indicated, to some extent, that they would not take
additional non-required cours es in this area.

Again, whether or not

this feeling was due to t elevision, or the fact that English 24
fills one of the basic required groups and, therefore, has students
registered who would not be taking additional courses in this area
anyway, is not known.

Finally, the question of disturbances in the classroom during
the television lectures did not seem to be a probl em in this course.

Table 16.

Items from quest ionna ire.

QUESTION
The purpos e of these
lectures was to teach
facts and informat i on.
The purpose of these
l ec tures was to t each
general pri nciples and
Renera lizations .
The purpo se of these

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

5

(5%)

33

(35'7.)

21

(22%)

27

(29%)

8

(9%)

2.98

14

(25%)

50

(53%)

20

(21%)

9

( 10%)

1

( 1%)

2.30

1

(1%)

11

(12%)

20

( 21%)

43

(46%)

19

(20'7.)

3.73

12

(13%)

51

(55%)

18

(19 %)

11 ( 12%)

1

(1%)

2. 36

9

( 10%)

44

(47%)

24

(26%)

13

4

(4%)

2.56

le c tures was to teach

application and problem
solvinR skills.
The purpose of these
l ec tures was to teach

att itudes and
apprecia tions.

The purpose of these
lectures was to instill
a desire for further
- l earning.

(14%)

Table 17.

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

I will take additional
courses on television
if the alternative is inperson lectures in a

4

(5%)

17

(20%)

16

(19%)

24

(29%)

22

(27%)

3.68

7

(8 %)

20

(24%)

13

(15 %)

29

(35%)

15

(18%)

3.29

7

(8%)

36

(43 %)

21

(257.)

8

( 107.)

12

(14%)

2.83

9

(ll7.)

13

(15%)

21

(25%)

29

( 35%)

12

(14%)

3.26

18

(227.)

7

(8%)

28

(347.)

22

( 27%)

7

(97.)

2.95

large-lecture hall (300500 students) with no
discussion sessions.

I will take additional
courses on television if
more discussion sessions

accompany the television~
lectures.
I will take additional
courses on television

-

if all non-television
sections of the course
are filled.
I will take additional
courses on television

if the television
section is taught by
a better lecturer(s).
Under no conditions will
I t ake additional course s

-

on televi s ion.

~able

17 (continued),

Items from questionnaire .

.

QUESTION

-

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DI SAG REE

MEAN

I will take additional
courses on television if
review sessions are

ll

(14%)

26

(32 %)

20

(25%)

15

(18%)

9

(ll%)

2.82

9

(ll%)

25

(32 %)

22

(28%)

13

(16%)

10

(13 %)

2.90

arranged where the
television lecture
can be seen again.
I will take additional
courses on television if

the alternative is inperson lectures in a large
lecture . hall (300-500
students) with one discussion session per week.

"'"'

Table 18.

Items from questionnaire .

QUESTION
This cours e has been
among the most
interesting I have
taken .
Students taking this course

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

1

(1%)

10

( 11%)

19

(207,)

41

(447.)

23

(24%)

3 . 78

20

(22%)

23

(25%)

30

(32%)

12

( 137,)

8

(97.)

2.62

9

(10%)

16

(17 %)

22

(23%)

42

(45%)

5

(5%)

3. 19

6

(6%)

15

(16%)

14

(15%)

50

(537.)

9

(10%)

3.44

8

(9%)

39

(41 %)

16

(1 7%)

22

(23%)

9

(10%)

2.84

1

(1%)

16

(17%)

25

(2 7%)

31

(337.)

21

(22 %)

3.59

by television will receive

lower grades than if the
l ecturer had conducted the
cours e in person.
I didn't learn a great
deal in th i s course.
It was frequently
difficult to follow
the lecturer because of
d is turbances in the
room.

I have often thought
about the subject matter
of thi s cours e outs ide
of the classroom.
As a result of this course,
I will probably take
additional non-required
courses i n this area.
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Are as of Pos s ibl e Improve ment.
ions, four appeared more desirable .

Of the twelve possible suggestFi rst, the s tudents would like

increased personal contact with the teacher.

Second, they would

like shorter television lectures allowing ten minutes at the end of
class for discussion.

In this case, where there is no one assigned

to proctor the class, if this suggestion were to be acted upon it
would mean an additional expense to the English Department.

As with

Political Science 10, if the second suggestion were implemented the
fir st could also be satisfied.
The third recommendation was to have more printed guide material
to accompany the television lectures.

Fourth, and for what reason

this researcher cannot explain, the students have a desire for the

l ec turing professor to attend the televised lectures.
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N=94

so
45

- 49

40

-

44

35

-38

-

30

36

25
25

25

20

15
10

13

12

0
2

3

4

6

5

8

~
I
9

10

4

T

4

11

1--+:--,
12

Suggestion Number
1.

Increased personal contact with the teache r

2.

Shorter television l ectures allowing ten minutes for questions
in class

3.

More printed 'guide material to accompany television lectures

4.

Having lecturing pr.ofessor attend the televis ed l ectures

5.

Less material more thoroughly covered

6.

More visual variety

7.

More discussion sessions

8.

More classroom control

9.

Increased comment on current events

10.

Fewer instructors

11.

Smaller groups using regular televi sion sets

12 .

More testing

Figure 6.

Areas of possible improvement.
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PERSONAL DATA
School Year

Senior

I

Junior

(87.)

I ( 17%)

16

Sophomore

37

Freshman

I

32
0

5

(40%)

J
2'5

20

15

10

30

(35%)
35

40

Cumu l a tive Grade Point Ave r age

~(47.)

Be low a 2.0
Be t ween 2.0 and 2.49

l

31

Be tween 2. 5 and 2.99

33

Be tween 3 .0 and 3.5

Above a 3 .5

3

I

0

0

(0%)

~

(2 %)

F

D

c

(37.)
5

10

15

20

25

30

1

B

I

35

(43 %)

41
9

1 (45 %)

(10%)

5

10

Pe't'AC"n~)-

d!it.<:. .

0
Fip;ure 7.

( 21%)

39

A

J

(37 %)

I

19

(34%)

15

20

25

30

35

'
40

45
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Gene ralizations . As was noted pr eviously, the questionnaire
was cons truct e d in such a way that the first seventeen questions, when

l ooked at as a whole, would indicate a general attitude toward the
c ours e .

In the case of Eng l i sh 24, this average attitude is r e pre -

se nte d by 3.0, indicating genera l unc e rtaint y on the part of the
students ' attitude toward the course .
The questionnaires were divided into class year:

freshman,

s ophomore, junior, senior; and again the average response for the
f ir st seventeen items on the ques tionnaire was found.

The r esults

were :

Table 19.

Items from questionnaire.

No. Stud ents

Ave rage Res pons e

Fre shman

32

3. l

Sophomore

37

3 .0

Junior

16

2.9

Clas s Year

3.2

Senior

On the basis of this information, which is severly handicapped
by the smal l number of respondents , there appear to be no differences
in attitude toward the course as a result of class year.
The questionnaires were again divided, this time into the stud ents '
stated grade point averages:

below 2.0, between 2.0 and 2.49, between

2.50 and 2.99, between 3.0 and 3.5, above 3.5, and again the avera ge
response to the first sevent een items was found.

The results were:
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Ta ble 20.

Items f r om que sti onnaire .

Grade Point Average

No. Students

Average Response

4

3.1

Be twee n 2.0 and 2.49

31

2.9

Between 2.5 and 2.99

33

3.0

Between 3.0 and 3.5

19

2.9

3

3.4

Be low 2 . 0

Above 3.5

As was the case with the Political Science 10 cours e , the
averages for English 24 also show only very slight differences, with
the one possible exception of those whose grade point average is over

3.5

However, with only three stud e nts reporting, it is difficult t o

draw a meaningful conclusion.

Again one could make the suggestion that possibly these two
factors, class year and grade point average , play only extremely
minor roles in determining an individual's attitude toward this cours e .
A correlation was run between class year and grade point average,

which proved to be quite low, . 328, or, in other words, that there
is a positive relationship between these two factors, but it is very

small.
Sociology 70
As has already been mentioned, during spring quarter, 1968- 69,
Utah Stat e University used closed circuit television instruction for

Sociology 70, a fi ve quarter-hour credit course at the Uintah Basin
Continuing Education Cen ter.

Although this is off-campus and
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essential l y beyond the limits of this st udy, it was fel t that thi s
ad ditional class, with its different point of view, cou ld provid e
additional insight for futur e use of clo s ed circuit television
instruction in on-campus situations.

It should be pointed out that the environment and attitudes of
this particular s i tua tion a r e considerably differe nt from those found
in many on -c ampus courses.

The stud en ts se em to feel grat e ful t o the

teachers for providing the college course, whe reas on-campus the

a ttitud e pr eva ils that al l courses will be taught and the ir being
th ere is taken for grante d .

The number of student s taking th e

c ours e is considerably smaller in the off - campus ce nter, thereby
allowing opportunity for more personal relati onships between stud e nt
and teac her.

Also, of the students taking this course, only four

were the age of most students in a campus situation.

The remaind e r

were housewives from the local communities, and only two were fulltime students t aking a normal c ours e load of twelve or more credits.
Since there are so many variables connected with this particular
situation it is impossible to say how much the use of television

affec t ed attitudes.

Some insight may be gained, however, through

comments the students included with their answers such as, Til have

enjoyed this class very much and feel that Professor Mauss is an
excellent lecturer both on television and live.

Although this is

my first ex perience with television, I would not hesitate to take
such a c ourse again . . ,

Comments from other students expressed

the desire to cover less material each class session, but none was

c ritical of the method of presenting the material by television.
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It should also be not ed that the questionnaire was constructed
for use on-campus and therefore has some questions that do not
exactly relate to this situation; however, one can feel relativel y

confident of the results since the questions were discrete.

Those

questions that did not pertain to this course as it was taught were
discarded by this investigator in making this evaluation.
Technical , Again this area includes questions about difficulti es
in either seeing or hearing the televised lectures.
be no serious problems in this respect.

There seemed to

The replies indicated only

a very slight tendency away from full agreement that everything was
satisfactory.
course

we~e

Perhaps a few visuals used in the prod uction of the

not pr e pared as carefully as they should have been.

Another and perhaps more likely possibility is that either the
television monitor or the videotape recorder was not adjusted as

well as it could have been.

At any rate, there seems little cause

for conce rn with this aspect of the course.

Tdble 21.

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION
I had no difficulty
seeing the materials
the lecturer presented.
I could always hear
th e lecturer in this
course.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

3

3

1

2

0

2.22

3

l,

0

1

1

2.22
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Pre sentation. This area of the questionnaire was concerned with

the effectiveness of visual materials and the pac e of the material
presented.

The results of the questionnaire indicate quite strongly

that the visual material did help the students to understand th e
lessons.
attention.

The visual materials helped considerably in holding their
They indicated that it was seldom that they found their

attention wandering.

The students disagreed with the proposition that the pace of
the material should be increased.

They felt quite strongly again

that mor e time was needed to absorb or assimilate the material

presented.
This feeling is present possib ly because at the beginning of t he
course, as was noted in the section on utilization, two television

lectures were presente d in the same class period.

Couple this with

the fact that they were in the class for a tot al of two and one-half
hours at one sitting &nd one can sae how

th~y

could fe e l as they d1d.

Table 22.

Items from questionnaire .

QUESTION
The visua l materials used
in the lectures helped me
to understand the subject

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

1

5

2

0

1

2.44

5

l

0

2

l

2.22

0

0

0

4

5

4 .56

matter of this course.
I frequently needed more

time to absorb or
assimilate mat eria l
presented during
the lecture.
The pace of the lectures
was too slow to hold
mv attention.
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Utilization, This area, again, is co ncerned in this survey

only with the need s of th e s tudent for asking questions of an instruc tor
on a person-to-pe rson basis.

Surprisingly, the students indica ted

that th ey had no need to ask further questions.

They did, however,

s ugges t that they could have done be tter in the course if it had been
easie r to di scuss problems with the l ec turer.

One mi gh t conjec t ure

that a knowledgeabl e t eache r with considerable experience could
a nticipate most of the questions that would arise beforehand.

With

such knowledge he could empha size those more difficult c oncepts whe r e
he knows students have a probl em a nd t hus e liminate th e need f or
questions.

This still might not e liminate the desire on th e part of

the s tuder1t for personal contact with the instructor, but this desire ,

in this course at least, seems not to be based on the need to ask

further questions on the material pr esented.

Tab l e 23 .

Items f rom ques t i onnaire.

QUESTION
I f e lt the need to a sk
questions which were not
answered in the lecture
or discussion part of
the course .
I would have done better
in this c ours e if i t had
been e asie r to d is cus s

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

1

4

1

1

2

2. 89

2

2

3

1

1

2 . 67

problems with the
instructor.

00
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Purpose, The major purpose of the course, according to the
students 1 indications, appeared to be to teach facts and informati on

along with general principles and generalizations .

The responses were

highly affirma t ive to thes e two purposes, whil e being negative to all
other choices , which were to teach application and problem solving
skills, to teach attitudes and a ppreciations, and to instill a desire
for further learning.

Table 24.

Items from questionnaire .

QUESTION

STRONGLY
AGREE

The purpos e of thes e
lectures was to t each

3

4

3

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

2

0

0

l. 88

4

2

0

0

1. 88

0

1

3

4

1

3.56

0

2

3

2

2

3 . 44

0

2

4

2

l

3.22

AGREE

UNCERTAI N

fac ts and information.

The purpose of these
lectures was to t each

general principles and
general iza t ions.
The purpose of the se
lectures was to t each
application and problem
solving ski lls.
The purpos e of these
lectures was to teach
attitudes and
apprec i ations.

The purpose of these
l ectur es was to instill
a desire for further
l earnin_R.

CX>

w
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Course Structure . Two outstanding points a ppe ar in thi s area.
First, there was e xpressed a strong desire for more discussion
sessi ons to accompany the television presentations .

This is inter -

esti ng when contras ted to the item which indicated that th e stude nts
had few if any unanswered questions about the material.

On the

second point, the students ap pear ed to feel that Professor Mauss was
an outstanding lecturer.

They indicated that this elemen t in the

c ourse could be improved very little.

The students agreed that they

would have little hesitation in t aking another course on t e l e vision,

but voiced a desire for the opportunity to review the television
lecture a t a later time .

They were uncer tain as to whether they

would pre fer television as they used it over in-person lectures in

a large -le cture hall with or without discussion sessions.

It is

likely that the majority of these students have not attended c las ses
unde r large-lecture hall conditions so pe rhaps their impressions here
would be of little value in this r agard .

Table 25.

Items fr om ques t ionnaire .

QUESTION

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DIS AGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

I will take additional
courses on television

if the alternative is
in-person lectures in
a l arge-lecture hall
(300-500 students) with

2

1

3

1

2

3 .00

5

4

0

0

0

1.45

3

3

2

1

0

2.67

0

0

1

4

4

~.34

no discuss inn sessions.

I will take additional
cours es on television
if more discussion
s essions accompany the
television lectures.

I will take additiona l
courses on television

if a ll non-t e levision
sections of the course
are filled.
I will take additional
course s on t e l evision

if the televi sion
s ection is taught by a
be tter lecturer~ s).

Table 25 (continued).

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION
Under no conditions will
I take additional courses

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

0

1

1

5

2

3.89

3

1

3

1

1

2.56

1

2

3

1

2

3.11

- on television.

I will take additional
courses on television
if the review sessions

are arranged where the
t elevision lecture can
be seen again.
I will take additional
courses on television

if the alternative is
in-person l ec tures in
a large -lecture hall
(300-500 students) with
one discuss ion session

per week.
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Ge ne ral Impres s ions .. The stud e nts said they very frequently
thought of the subject matter outside of the class r oom and a slight
majority thought that this was the most interesting course they had
ever taken.

They all claimed to have learned a great deal from the

course.

The students indicated, paradoxically perhaps, that they would
not take additional non- req uired courses in this area.

The students indicated the y f e lt that the use of television would
not affect their final grade in the course.
And finally, the problem of disturbances in the classroom during
the television lectures was not present in this situation.

Table 26.

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION

-

This course has been
among the most interesting I have taken.
Students taking this
course by television will
receive lower grades than
i f the lecturer had conducted the course in person
I didn't learn a great
deal in this course .
It was frequently
difficult to follow
the lecturer because of
disturbances in the

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

4

l

2

0

2

2.44

2

7.

2

l

2

2.89

l

0

4

l

3

3.56

2

0

l

4

2

3 . 44

5

4

0

0

0

1. 45

0

1

3

2

3

3 .78

room.

I have often thought
about the subject matter
of this course outside
the classroom.
As a result of this
course, I will probably
take additional nonr equired courses i n this
area.

"'"'
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Areas of Possible Improveme nt. Of twelve suggestions th e
st udent s only marked e ight.

Of these eight the three most import ant

were for more perso nal contact with the teacher , more discussion
ses sions, and a reques t for more pr inted guide material to ac company
the tel e vision lectures .
Generalizations . Bec aus e of the environmental and attitudinal
differences between the on- campus and off-campus situations, it is

difficult to draw any definite conclusions from the preceeding study
as it relates to an on - campus situation, other than to say that this

course was much better received by the students than was English 24
and Political Scie nce 10.
the

11

costs

11

It might be mentioned , as is apparent in

s ec tion of this chapt:er, that considerably more production

effort was involved in the recording of this course.

Whether or not

this has any relationship to the indicated attitudes or the amount
of learning is, as yet, undetermined.
The general attitude

trn~ard

the course, as derived

fro~

the

averages · of the first seventeen items ·an the questionnaire, was

2 . 62 , which indicates a favorable attitude.
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Sugges ti o n Numbe r

8

1.

I nc r eased pe r s onal c ontac t with the t e ach e r

2.

More di sc uss i on sessi ons

3.

More pr i nt ed guid e mat e ri a l to acc ompany t e levis i on lec t ures

4.

Shorter tel e vi s ion lec ture s allowing t e n minute s f or ques ti ons
in cla s s

5.

Incr e a sed c omment on c urre nt e ve nts

6.

Less mat eria l more thoroughly covered

7.

Ha ving lecturing professor atte nd t he t e l e vised l ect ure

8.

More cla ssroom control

Fig ure 8.

Are a of poss ible i mpr ovemen t.
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PERSONAL DATA
School Year
Freshman .
Sophomore

2

Junior

0

Senior

0

Cumulative Grade Point Average
Below 2.0

0

Between 2.0 and 2.49

2

Between 2.5 and 2.99

2

Between 3.0 a nd 3 . 5

0

Above 3.5

2

Expected Grade
A - 0

B - 2

c - 5
D - 0

F - 0

Figure 9.

Personal data.
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Mus ic 1
During spring quarter, 1968 -69, Utah State University used
closed circuit t elev ision as the primary means of instruction for

Music 1, a three quar t er -hour credi t course taught at the Uintah
Ba sin Continuing Education Center.

This course is included in this

s tudy for the same reasons Sociology 70 was included, to provide
possible additi onal insight for future use of closed circuit television
instruction in on-campus situations.

The environment and attitudes associated with this course as it

was used in the Center are similar to those associated with the
pre ceeding course, and vastly different than those encountered oncampus.

Comments made by the s tudents on the questionnaire reflect
favorably on the television medium.
course.

"I have really enjoyed this

I feel we had a rare opportunity to have all the additional

aids and light attitude.

Only one student out of 23 was

critical of the method of presenting the material by television.
Technical. There seemed to be no problem involved in being able
to see and hear the lectures.

The replies indicated only a very

slight tendency away from full agreement that every thing was satisfactory.

Table 27.

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION

-

I had no difficulty
see ing the materials
the lecturer J>resented.
I could always hear the
lecturer in this course.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

2

12

2

15

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

8

1

0

2.35

2

4

0

2 . 35

UNCERTAIN
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Presentation , The results of the questionnaire indicate quite
strongly that the visual mat e rial did help th e students to understand
the lessons.

The visual mater ials helped c onsiderably in holding

their attention, although, to a limited extent, they found thei r
attention wandering.
The students disagree with the proposition that the pace of
the material should be increased .

They felt quite strongly that

more time was needed to absorb or assimilate the material presented.
Finally, there seems to be almost universal approval of the use
of several teache rs to teach the l ess ons on television.

:able 28.

Items from quest ionna ire.

QUESTION

-

The visual materials used
in the lectures helped me
to understand the subject
matter of this course.
I frequently needed more
time to absorb or assimilate material presented
during the lecture.
The pace of the lectures
was too slow to hold my

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

7

15

1

0

0

l. 74

5

6

6

5

0

2.50

0

2

4

13

4

3. 38

5

16

1

1

0

l. 91

2

11

4

5

1

2.65

7

10

2

2

1

2.09

attention.

The visual materials
held my attention.
I found my attention
wandering fre quently
during the lectures.
I liked having several
different lecturers.
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Utilization. It was indicated th at a need was felt to ask
questions of an instructor on a pe rson-to-pe rson basis.

It was also

indicated that a need existed to ask questions raised but not answered

in either the television lectures or the discussion sessions .

Although

this need does not appear to be very st r ong, it seems to be reinforced

by reactions expressing the feeling that they thought they would have
done bette r in the course if it had been easier to discuss these
questions with the instructor.

,
Table 29 .

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION
I felt t he need to ask
questions wh i ch were not
answered in the lecture
or discussion part of
the course .
I would have done better
in this course if it had
been eas i er to d iscuss
problems with the
l ect urer.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

6

6

5

5

1

2.52

3

10

8

2

0

2. 39
-

--

\0
-....J
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Purpose . The major purpos e of the course, according to the
stude nts' indications, appeared to be to t each attitudes and appreci-

ations along with instilling a desire for further learning.

The

r esponses we re highly affirmative to these two pur poses while being
only slightly affirmative to the purpose of teaching facts and inf or mation, and teaching general principles and generalizations.

Responses were negative to the pro posal that the purpose of the course
was to teach application and problem solving skills.

Table 30.

-

Items from questionnaire.

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

2

5

0

2.43

12

3

4

0

2.30

0

2

7

13

1

3.66

9

11

1

2

0

1. 83

10

9

2

2

0

1.83

QUESTION

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

The purpose of these
l ectures was to t each

2

14

4

UNCERTAIN

facts and informat ion.

The purpose of thes e
l ecture s was to t each

general principles and
generalizations.
The purpose of these
l ec tures was to t each
applicat i on and problem
solving skills.
The pur pose of the se
l ectures was t o teach
attitude s and
appreciat ions.
The purpose of thes e
l ec tures was to instill
a desire for f urther
l earning.

"'
"'
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Course Structure. Two outstanding points were apparent in this
area.

First, there was expressed a desire for more discussion

sessions to accompany the television presentations .

On th e second

point, the s tudents appeared to feel that Professor Burton was an
outstanding l ecture r .

They indicated that this eleme nt in the course

could be improved very little.

The students indicat ed that they

would have little hesitation in taking another course on television,

but voiced a desire for the opportunity to review the television
lectures at a later time.

It is most likely that the majority of these students have not
attended classes under large-lecture hall c onditions, so perhaps
their impressions on questions regarding these factors are of little
value.

Table 31.

Items f rom que stionnair e .

QUESTION

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

I will take additional
courses on television

if the alternative is
in-person lectures in

2

1

7

4

4

3 . 37

5

9

6

2

0

2.23

1

3

8

4

2

2.74

2

1

1

12

4

3.75

0

0

8

8

5

3.86

a large-lecture hall
(300-500 students) with
no discussion sessions.

I will take additional
courses on television

if more discussion
sessions accompany the
television lectures.
I will take additional
course s on television
if all non-telev ision
sections of the course
are filled.
I will t ake additional
courses on television
if the t e l evision
c;ec tion is taught by
~

bett er lecturer(s).

~ nder

no conditions

wi ll I take additional
cour ses on telev isi on.

Tab l e 31 (continued) .

Items f r om ques t ionnai r e.

QUESTION

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

I will take addit i ona l
cours e s on television
if review s e ssions a r e

8

4

5

2

0

2.05

0

1

7

6

2

3. 56

arrange d where the
television lecture can
be seen a_gain.
I will take a dd i tional
course s on telev i sion
i f the a lterna t i ve is

in-p e rson lectures in
a large-lecture hall
(300-500 students) with
'Jne discuss i on session

;>er week.

.......,
0
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Gene ral Impressions . The students indicated th ey very frequently
thought of the sub j ect matter outsid e of th e classroom, and a large
majority thought that this was the most int e resting course they had
eve r taken .

They all strongly claimed to have learned a great dea l

from t he course.

They indicated, paradoxi ca lly pe rhaps, that th ey a r e uncertain
whether or not they wil l take ad d iti onal non - r equ ire d courses in this
area.

They felt that the use of te levisi on would have a beneficial
affect on their final grade in th e course.
And finall y , the problem of disturbances in the c las s room
during the television lec tures does not seem to be pres e nt with
this course.

Areas of Possible I mpr ove ment . Of twelve possible suggestions ,
four seemed most impor tan t to the students.
increased persona l cont ac t wit h t he teache r.

First, they would like
Second , t hey would like

to have shor te r televisi on lec t ur es al l ow in g ten minutes following the
lecture for disc ussion i. n the class room .

Mor e di sc ussio n sess i ons and

more pri nt ed gu i de ma t e r ial we r e t h i rd and fo urt h on the list,

Of

l esser impor tance, but s till a de finit e d es ire, i s tha t of having l ess
ma t eria l more thoroughly cover e d , and, for wha t reas on th is researche r
cann ot e xpl ai n, t o have th e t e l evis ion l e cture r att e nd c lass whi le his

te l evision l essons is be ing pre sented.

Table 32 .

Items from questionnaire.

QUESTION
This course has been
among the most interesting I have taken.
Students taking this
course by television
wi 11 receive lower
grades than if the
lecturer had conducted
the course in_Rerson.
I didn't learn a great
deal in the course.
It was frequently
difficult to follow
the lecturer because
of disturbances in
the room.
I have often thought
about the subject matter
of this course outside
of the classroom.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

UNCERTAIN

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

MEAN

4

6

10

3

0

2.52

3

l

10

5

4

3.26

0

2

4

1

6

3.91

4

4

6

7

2

2.9 6

3

14

3

3

0

2.2 6

2

4

10

7

0

2 . 96

As a result of this course,

I will probably take
additional non-required
courses in this area.
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N=23
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4

5

6

7 8

9

10 ll 12

l.

Increased personal contact with the t eacher

2.

Increased comment on curr ent even ts

3.

Fewer instructors

4.

Less material more thoroughly covered

5.

More visual variety

6.

More classroom control

7.

More discussion sessions

8.

More testing

9.

Smaller groups using regular television sets

10.

Having lecturing professor attend the televised lecture

11.

Shorter television lectures allowing ten minutes for questions

12.

More printed guide material to accompany the television lectures

in class

Figure 10.

Areas of possible improveme~t .
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PERSONAL DATA
School Year
Freshman .

14

Sophomore

5

Junior

3

Sen ior

Graduate

0

Cumulative Grade Poin t Average
Below 2..0
Between 2 .0 and 2.49

3

Be twee n 2.5 and 2.99

4

Between 3 .0 and 3.5

8

Above 3.5

2

Expect ed Grade
A - 3

B- 8

c -

8

D- 2
F - 0
Figure 11.

Personal data.
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Ge ne r alizations.

The overall a ttitude toward this course , as

derived f rom the averages of the first seventeen items on the
quest ionnaire, was 2 .7 1, whic h again, quite strongly i ndicate s a

favor ab l e a tt i tude.
It was apparent that thi s cours e, like Sociology 70, was much
better rece ived by the students than were Political Science 10 and
English 24.

The reason or reas ons for this favorab le acceptance are

difficult to det ermine.

Un li ke the Sociology 70 cou rs e, this course

did not make use of an es pecially la rge number of v i sual mat erials,
and only a l imited amount of production effort was required.

However,

a number of humorous v i sual and aural devices we re used and their
use was carefully planned .

In this investigator's opinion, possibl y

the primar y reason for this course's favorable acceptance i s the

pe rsona l i t y of the instructor.
One fur ther comment may be offered on the us e of this course.
As was indica t ed by the

students~

assimila te the material presented.

more time was needed to absorb or

This feeling is pr e s ent possibly

because for half of the class sessions three television l ec tures were

presented i n one sitting.

Even on th e five days when Profes sor Burton

was present, two television l essons were presented.

Several of the

students mentioned at the end of their questionnaire that three
l ec tures was too much material for any one class session .

Before the

advent of television, when instruction was given in-person, such an

arrangement was necessary i n order for the professor to meet the many
demands on his time.

Alternatives to this method of only one class

period per week would seem to be possible now wi th the use of videotaped courses.
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Summary and observations upon student
atti tude and reaction to courses as
expre s sed in student newspape r

It is apparent that student opinions toward the use of inst ructional television range from bitter opposition to the feeli "g that
i t makes a course much better than could ever be poss ib l e if it were
taught in-person.

Student Life, the student published newspa per a t

Utah State Universit y, print e d reactions from several st udents .

of the comments were:

"Yuk!

There is abso lutely no relationship

be tween the student and the teacher .
invo lved."

Some

It's almost impossib l e to get

(Student Life, October 25, 1968, p. 13)

"Polit i cal

Science 10 and Literature 24 are aborted because we are unable to get
to know our instructors as mortals .

Instead, we are confronted with a

quasi-1984 where 'Big Brother ' appears on the screen at a designated
hour wi th a regretfully vapid l ec ture."
1969, p. 4)

Another student outlined advantages associated with the

use of television i nstruction:

line .

(Student Life, April 21,

"The l ecturers must stick to an out-

There is no time for running off at the mouth . . . . Using this

method, the student most certainly should obtain more information
from the lectures.

11

The student continues with a comment about the

personal relationships in a teaching situation.

''Student-teacher

relation ships in a class as large a s Poli t ical Science 10 seem almost
impossib l e.

I don't understand the complaint s on this matter.

If

there was a teacher, students wouldn't put it upon themselves to ask
questions anyway; and more often than not the questions that are asked
have nothing to do with the present lecture."
1968, p. 4)

(Student Life, Oct. 30,
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Whether or not the stud en t s take advantage of the opportunity
to a sk questions does not seem to be th e core of their concern .

The real concern seems to be that there be the potential for some form
of regular pe rsonal contact between the teacher and the student.

Wha t

function this personal contact serves in th e teache r-learning process
is uncertain.

Nevertheless, it appears t o be of consid e r ab l e concern

to both the students and the television instructors.
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Faculty Attitude and Reaction
Re plies received to the questions asked in th e interviews wi th
the facul ty members about i nstructiona l tele vision varied fr om

ext r eme ly ne gative to extreme l y positive.

In view of the relatively

small number of teac he rs i nvo lved i n the study (N=l3), no attempt t o
analyze the data statistically was made.
of the interview outl ine:

Instead, the five basic areas

ed ucational innovat ion, th e teache r's

role, the objectives of the cou rs e, personal attitudes, and c lo sed

circuit television, are analyzed through both ge ne ral and specif i c
reactions.

Educati onal innovat i on

In general, th e attitude with which a teacher entered the pr oject
was very similar to h i s attitude at the completion o f t he project.

If

a n y change was apparent, it was usually th e solidifying of that beginning
at t i t ude .
Seven instructors began with very pos itive expectations .

In thre e

cases this was a di rect result of having favorable past experience with
television at other universities.

Other reasons mentioned were to i n-

crea se the quality of the course by allowing the expert to present h i s
special area, to save routine in s tructional time, and to be able to use

the masses of visual materials available to support the concepts presented.
The negative beginning attitudes in two cases were the result of
previous unfavorable experience wi th television at other univers i ties.

In two other cas e s it appeared the instructor presupposed a negative
atti tude on the part of the students and then based his own attitude
upon the presupposition.

Reasons were not given for the presuppo sed

negative attitude pro jec ted onto t he students.
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In o ne cas e a negative beg inning attitude was the result of
conc e rn with a basic conflict about the appropriateness of media.
As th e instructor stated:

What we are talking about here is the printe d word.
The really private and slow exper ien ce of reading is a very
reflective, very perso nal thing. And I thought that th ere
might be some conflict with the kind of program or show
effect of using television . (Lyon, 1969)
Stated attitude changes occurred as a res ul t of the ex perience
in only two cases.

One instructor became much more negative toward

televised instruction.

However, he qualified this opinion to reflect

only on his particular subject matter, leaving himself uncommitted
about instructional television in other areas.

In the other instance

of a stated attitude change , the instructor indicated he had found new

ways of ex pressing himself which resulted in an increase in the
quality of his lectures; therefore, he was even more favorable towards
the use of television for instruction at the completion of the course .
Faculty opinion as to whether or not students can accept the
additional responsibility the use of instructional television places

upon them was evenly divided with five saying yes and five sayi ng no.
The rest of the instructors we re undecided.
Those who indicated "no" seemed to feel that the major probl em
was attitudinal.

Comments received from students by these instructors

caused them to feel that perhaps they were shunting the st ud ents into
a kind of second-rate, substitute course .

This feeling carried over

to some of those instructors who indicated

11

yes 11 to the question, but

in their case they felt that there we re means by which this indicated
attitude on the part of the students could be elimina t ed, or at least
reduced.

In the case of Political Science 10, mention was made of
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improved attitudes the second quarter of use due to the fact that more
attention was paid to a beginning orientation, and the assignment of
a gr a duate student to administer the class, take roll, and maintain

discipline.
The teacher's role
The role of a university teacher, as seen by seven of those
teac hers partic i pating in this project, is primarily
through the transmission of informat ion ."

11

to instruct

In three of these seven

ca ses the i nstructors felt that television was a problem because of the
lack of student reaction.

These instructors ind i cated that they found

they had covered much more mat e rial per lesson than they ever would i n
a live classroom situation.

Since their live lectures are paced by the

reactions from students, they felt they must have covered much more
material than the students could digest.
Six instructors felt that the role of a college teacher is "to
stimulate, excite, involve, and provide experiences for the students in

the subject matter through whatever means po ssi ble."

Referring to the

effect of television upon this role, one of these instructors said,

television falls down very materially in this role because it is
designed just to impart information and doesn't allow the discuss i on,

interchange, and the stimulation that the live classroom can."

1969)

(Thomas,

Another instructor indicated that " . . . when you can use the

visual material that we've used in television, that greatly adds to
one's ability to interest and stimulate and enthuse the students."

(Mauss, 1969)
An interesting point was brought up by Professor Thomas
Hf'

c o:mr.er~ tcd,

11

•••

I

(1969~

fe:.lt i.:hat tht:: i..elel/isiou medium . . . to a

11 3

ce rtain extent limited me t o pretty mu ch the single role of imparting
information."

The role of television in relation
to the objectives of course
It appears that the reason for wanting to participate in this
project was to " . . . free some of our faculty for research and upper

division graduate te achi ng ."

(Emenhiser, 1969)

Harmon (1969), commenting

on the above factor said , "Frankly, t his was much more in our minds than

anything we could do for the student. "
Whether this has, in fact, happened is quest ionable .

Speaking about

t he additional free time that was supposed to be available, Harmon (1969)
continued, " . . . it really hasn't worked that way.

I think the degree

of involvement and work has been as much as it was before. 11

In the case of English 24, it appears possible that the additional
time may have been ava i lable for the teaching of other courses and for
research, but wasn't used for thes e purposes.
" . .

(JJ

Lyon (1969) comments,

. I was over here [his office] reading a book or something while

was on the television . . . and I felt that that was rather

ridiculous."

Another major reason for becoming involved with televised instruction was the hope that the quality of instruction could be elevat ed
through the use of the various attributes of the television medium,
such as the use of specialists discussing their particular area of
competence , and supported by visual and aural materials.

ProfessC>r

Fu rlong (1969) felt that, to some extent, this objective waF met.
conrnented, "I think the program, overall, i s as good or better than
any one indiv i dual' s lectures for a whole year."

He
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A third objective for becoming involved was economic.

Skabelund

(1969) said his objective was " . . . to dispense as much inf orma tion
as fast and as economically as possible."

view.

Others were of an opposing

They felt that " . . . i n the long run . . . it will reall y

cos t more to produce good television l ect ures."

(Furlong, 1969)

A final reas on for part i cipa tion appears to be becau se o f
pressure from administrative personnel.

Profe ssor Spoerry (1969)

commented that" . . . we were just forced to do it."

Personal attitudes towa rd
ins truct i onal televi sion

With only two exceptions, all respondents said that a good tele vision t e acher has to be a ver y special person.

They ind ic ated · that

ju st any good, experi enced teacher cannot do a sat i sfactor y job of
teaching on televi s ion.
Several qualities we re mentioned as necess a r y attributes of a good
television teacher .

Among these a ttributes i s the abil ity to organize

the material in such a way that it can take advantage of the var i ous

abilities of television.

Close l y related to this is the ability to

visualize what is going to appear on the screen when a teacher is plan-

ning his material.

One professor commented t hat " . . . you have to have

somebody with

essentially an extroverted personality and one who

is articulate in his language . "

(Mauss, 1969)

The ability to feel

and project a personal relationship with a television camera was
included in the qualities listed.

Finally, and perhaps most

important before a teacher becomes invo lved with television,
" . . . he has to want to.

11

(Jones, 1969)

Few, if any, of the

teachers who were originally opposed to the use of instructional
te lev ision indicated any sati s faction with their efforts.

Comments
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and reac t ions from the s tud ents on their questionnaire f orms also

appears to l e nd su pp ort to this hy poth esis.
Eight of the instructors felt that, to var ying degrees, the use
of television enhanced their pr ese ntation.

The primary reaso n,

as sta t ed , wa s that the use of t e l ev i s i on fo rc ed them to do much more
pre paration and organization.

Th e ability to use visual and audio

tapes and rec ords , ac cording t o one i ns tructor , enabled them
. to convey the id eas and conce pt s with more firmness and wi t h

more vivid examples of wha t they were trying to say. "

(Furlong, 1969)

Se veral teachers mentioned th a t, afte r observing the students'
reactions to their l ec tur e s, they c ould improve their prese ntati on

much more if afforded the opportunity to try again.
Fi ve of the instructors felt that tel ev i s ion had ei ther no ef f ect,
or that it actually lowered the qua lity of the ir l ect u res.

Thos e who

sa id the use of t e l e vi s ion hindere d their prese ntations said this was

so principally because of two reasons.

Fi r s t , the y re ly on f eedback

from the students regarding the pace of the ma terial presented.
Second, a nd certainly related to the first, was the lack of pe rsona l
co ntact .
One instructor, commenting on pe rsonal contact, although

apparently a different form of contact than that mentioned above,
said:
my impression is that with the twe nty or thirty
students I have in each of the two di sc us s ion groups . .
I at least can associa t e name and face and can say hello
to them if I see them on the campus, whereas, when I had a
large . . . class, I may meet a s tudent . . . later and say,
"We ll, I'm very pleased to meet you," and he will say, "oh
yes, Professor Anderson, I had you in American Government,"

and I treated them as though I was essentially meeting a
stranger.
(Anderson, 1969)
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Only five of the teachers reported that they felt there was any
personal advantage derived from their participation in the project.
The most often mentioned reason was that television forced them to pre -

pare and organize their material much more carefully than they had ever
done before.

In two cases financial gain was mentioned, and in one

instance the opportunity to extend one's i nfluence and become known by

a large n umber of students was mentioned.

The opinion that students

believe only the best i nstruc t ors are allowed to give television
lectures was indicated.

Attitude s toward the pres e nt closed
circuit television experience

Four of the faculty members said that they did not e njoy their
experience with television.

One professor reacted with,

most ghastly experience I've had i n my life. "

11

lt was the

(Spoerry, 1969)

The

principal reason appears to be a result of the absence of immediat e
student fee dback.

Thr ee of thes e lecturers normally present thei r

material based on the reactions of the students.

They do not have

s pecific points identified that they plan to cover in each le cture, but
remain fl exible to the indicated needs of their students.

Professor

Spoerry (1969) felt that an instructor who l ectures in this style is
handicapped when he uses television .

He conunented, "Now, you're faced

with those damn timers and so on and so forth and . . . the content of
the l e ctures, or at least the gene ral topic of the lectures, is spell ed
out for you."

Professor Thomas (1969) "

. felt that the nature of

the medium straight-jacketed me into a kind of form which isn't my style.
The only other reason mentioned for not enjoying the television
experience was the heat.

Professor Harmon (1969) claimed, "It must
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have been 120 degrees under those lights .
Th e r emaining nine professors claime d to have enjoyed the
experie nce.

Ma uss (1 96 9) claimed t o have foun d the ex pe ri e nce

fatiguing, but continued:

Like many other things that are f atigu i ng, they are also
enjoyable , a nd I found the ex pe r ience ve r y enjoyab l e a nd very
exciting. I had a wha l e of a lot of fun in addition to getting
a chance to organize my lectures in a way that I never had
before.
Another professor said he wou l d have enjoyed it much more working with
the entire series

(Jones , 1969 ).

The most important prob l em t hat t he use of instructiona l television presen t s to the teac her is that of adequate time for preparation.

Ten of the ins t ructors commented t hat t hey j ust didn ' t have

enough time to do what th ey had ho ped to d o .

Several were amazed

at the great amount of t i me required to pre pare a t elevision lecture .

No ne of t hose pa rt ici pat i ng f e l t t hrea t ene d by the use of
t e levision, but indicated tha t it migh t af f ec t o t he r teachers who
. may never get use d t o it, t he unf ortuna te ."

(Hiibne r , 1969)

This ind icated fee li ng concu rs wit h a study cond uc t ed a t Michigan
State Unive r si ty .

Fr om inte r v i e ws cond uc t e d with t e l e v isio n ins truc t ors

on that campu s th e c one lusion was that "None of the facult y memb e r s
i n terviewed fe l t per sonall y threa t e ned by closed circuit t e l ev isi on.
On t he othe r hand , mo s t felt that it did c oncern some of their
colleagues. "

(Davis a nd John s on, 1966., p. 31) .

The ma jor prob le m that in s truct i onal t e l evision, as used in
Political Sci ence 10 a nd Eng l ish 24, pre s e nts to a de pa rt me nt i s fa ll ing
enr ol l ment.

As Pr ofess or Harmon (1 969) stated:
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. . . departments within a college and between colleges
really compete for students . You get a lot of your good
upper division and graduate students from these original
contacts in the basic courses. This is where you stimulate
interest if you 1 re going to stimulate interest at all . .

There is a good deal of s parring going on for facilities
and for hours of the day that are most attractive.
Departments have a sort of pride in developing a large
c liente l.
Professor Emenhiser (1969) commented on this by saying:
We had always taught three sec tions live . . . two in
the morning. Well, we gave them all up in order to use television. Our enrollment has suffered because of that. Not
stric tly because of television, but because we gave up two
morning sections and . . . this has shown.
In referring to the unive rsity, he continues:

They say if you want to go to another section of P. S . 10
then you do it at 2:30 in the afternoon . We ll, you might as
well not have one as do it at 2:30 . Sc we dropped from 1,100
students to about 800 which is 100 a quarter for two quarters
which w~uld pick up if we had another section. Maybe it would
pick up even more than that.
Lyon (1969), comme nting on problems that t e l evcsion pr esents to
a university, said:

You have great beg classes and you need to teach them all
at once.

That justification is efficiency, pure and simple

quantitative efficiency. I think that if we go to quantitative
ef ficiency as our only standard we are beginning to qualify
the experience of lit erature itself, which means, very

deeply, qualifying the experience of life itself.

And when you

turn it into a thing, then it has lost its savor.
Another problem for the university usi ng instructional television

is that of ownership.

Professor Mauss (1969) stated, "I don't know

where I stand in the ownership of the goods that have been pr oduced
here a nd I'd like to know."
University.

This pr oblem is not unique at Utah State

A study in the use of closed circuit t e levision conducted

at Michigan State University in 1966 concluded that:
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Today the problem is not clearly defined.

On the one hand,

the re is a tradition in universities granting the rights to
ce rtain products, e . g. , textbooks, to their creators even

though the products are often produced largely at university
expe nse . On the other hand, the re is a trend in government and
industry for th e crea tor of inventions, written material, etc .,

to assign his rights to the organization which provid es him with
facilities and pays his sala r y. The ownership of educational
closed circui t televis ion tapes is a matter requiring continued
university a ttention . (Davis and Johnson, 1966, p. 32)
The faculty was evenly divided when asked if th e financial
su ppor t had been adequate to accomplish what t hey had hoped to do.
Mentioned most often was the desire for news reel footage which would
have enab led the instructor to show what has happened in the past,
rather than merely talk about it.

The desire for more elaborate

productions was mentioned, but the element of available time, more

than financial support, seemed to have been the biggest problem.
Professor Emenhiser (1969) commented on this problem and also
raised a nother as pect that should be cons id ered.

He said :

. . . I don't know if we could have done a better job in
the last

summer ~

I thi.nk 1.;rhat

~'e

n ~ ed

to do is do it, see our

mistakes, and then do it over. So, in effect, what we need is
more financial assistance to re-do some of what we have done.
To do some of our more serious mistakes over.

The faculty reported that administrative support had been
adequate, although in two cas es , as r e ported by the faculty membe rs,
the administration provided, not support, but pressure.
In only one instance was it expressed that the television

production personnel could have done more.

Overall, most of the

in s tructors had nothing but praise for the television staff with whom
they worked.
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Comments on faculty attitude
and reaction to courses

Carpenter and Greenhill (1958) identified four categories of
teacher attitudes toward instructional

tel evision ~

l.

The highly motivated and intensely involved instructors

2.

The conditionally committed instructor s

3.

The passively committed instructors

4.

The uncommitted instructors

The instructors associated with this project can be fitted into
these categories, with the largest number i n category two.

The general

problem of determining in advance to which category an instructor belongs would great l y reduce the possibility of expending effort and
finances on a product that will be unsatisfactory and unsuccessful .
Concern about this must increase a f the use of television at Utah

Sta te University increases.

The tables following this discussion indicate the costs associated
with each of the courses produced.

Only the Political Science 10 and

English 24 cos ts include the utilization element.

Sociology 70 and

Music 1 have also been used on campus, but because of the special
circumstances and limited extent of use, as mentioned previously, the

utilization cost factors have not been included.

The enrollment of

winter quarter, 1968-69, was used as the average enrollment for the
academic year of use.
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Ta b le 33.

Produ c t i on and Utilization Cos ts of Politi cal Sc i e nc e 10 .

Production Costs

Amount
Sec r e t a rial time

$

66.00

Arti s t

605.00

Director

642.00

Re searc h

88.00

Se t-up

22.00

Instructional materials

70.00

Total Production Costs

$1,493.40

$1,493.40

Re cording Costs

Enginee r

550.00

Produ c tion crew

264.00

Dire c tor

256 . 96

Equipment (CCTV)

236.72

Videotape (2")

2,772.00

Vid e otape recorder

440.00

Total Recording Costs

$4,519.68

$4,519.68

Instructional Costs

Faculty reimbursement for
course produc tion

$1,100.00

Faculty salary for course

705.10

utilization
Graduate Assistant Proctor

Total Instructional Costs

500.00
$2,305.10

$2,305.10
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Table 33.

(Continued)
Utilization Costs

Equipment
Eido phor
Videotape recorder
Videotape (1")

$

51.00
4.20
2,120.00

Dubbing

300.00

Engineer

300.00

Total Utilization Costs

$2,775.20

$2,775.20

Total Cost for Series and One Quarter's Use $11,093.38

Cost for Ad d itiona l Use

Graduate Ass i s t ant Proctor

$

500 .00
705. 10

Facu l ty salary for course
util i za ti o n

5 1. 00

E ido phor

4. 20

Videotape r ecorder

300.00

Engineer

Tot al Cos t for Each
Additi ona l Use

$1,560 . 30

Cost per Stud ent Cre dit Uni t for One Acad e mi c Ye a r
Tot al c ost of production and

$11,093 . 38

o ne quarte r' s use

3,120.60

Tota l Cost f or two additional
quarte rs' use

To t a l Cos t
Total Cos t Pe r Studen t Unit
for One Ac ademic Year

$14, 213 . 98

$

3.60
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Table 34.

Production and utilizati on costs of English 24.

Production Costs

Sec retarial time

25 . 50

Artist

70.13

Director

198.56

Research

17.00

Set-up

17.00

Instructional materials

45.00

Total Production Costs

$

373.19

373 . 19

Recording Costs

$

Engineer

212 .50
102.00

Production crew
Director

99.28

Equipment (CCTV)

93.16
1,071.00

Videotape (2 ")

170.00

Videotape recorder

Total Recording Costs

$1,747.94

1,747.94

Instructional Costs

Faculty reimbursement for

$

425 .00

course pr oduction

448.70

Faculty salary for course
utilization

Total Instructional Costs

$

873.70

973.70
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Table 34.

(Continu ed )
Utilization Costs

Amount

Equipment
Eidophor
Videotape record e r
Videotape (l")

21.67
l. 78
901 . 00

Dubbing

127 . 50

Engineer

12 7.50

Total Utilizat i on Costs

$1,179.45

Total Cost for Series and One Quart e rs ' Use

$1,179.45
$4,174.28

Cost for Additional Us e
Item
Faculty sala r y for course
Utiliza ti on

448 . 70

Ei dophor

21.67
l. 78

Videotape record e r

127 .50

Engineer

Total Cost for Each Ad dit ional $ 599.65
Use
Cost Per Stud ent Credit Unit fo r One Academic Year
Total cost of production and

$4,174 . 28

one q uart er's use

1,199.30

Tota l cost for two additional
quarters

1

use

Total Cos t
Total Cost Per Student Unit
for One Academic Year

$5,373.58
$

6.28
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Table 35.

Production and utilization costs of Sociology 70.

Sec reta r ial time

$

30.00

Artist

880 . 00

Director

840 . 00

Research

875 .00

Set-u p

10 . 00
300.00

Instructional materials

Total Prod uc t ion Costs

$2,935.00

$2,935.00

Recordi ng Cos t s

Engineer

350.00

Product ion crew

180 .00

Director

240.00

Equi pment (CCTV )

164.40
1 , 200 . 00

Videota pe (2")

200 . 00

Vi deotape r eco rd er
Tot a l Recording Cos t s

$2,334 .40

2 ,334 . 40

Instruc tional Costs

Facu l ty r e imbur semen t for
c our s e produc tion
Facul t y s ala r y f or course utilizat io n (has not bee n us ed)
To tal Instruc tional Costs
To t a l Cos ts

$

500.00

. 00
500 . 00

500 .00
$5 ,7 69 . 40
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Table 36 .

Production and utilization costs of Music l.

Production Costs
Amount

Sec r e tari al time

9.75

Artist

71.50

Di r ector

190.00

Re search

13 .00

Se t-up

26.00

Instruc tional materials

10.00

Total Pr oduc tion Cost s

$

320.00

320 . 00

Rec ording Costs

$

Engi neer

260 . 00

Production crew

182 . 00

Director

151.00

Equipme nt (R-TV)

520 . 00
1,638.00

Vi deot ape (2 ")

$2,751.00

Total Recording Costs

2, 751.00

Instructional Costs

Faculty reimbursement for

$

675.00

course product ion

Faculty salary for c ourse utilization (has not been used)
Total Instructional Costs
Total Costs

.00
675 . 00

675.00

S3 . 741i.OO

12 7
One of the major fac tor s resulting in high costs was the necessity
of recording the or iginal l esson on two-inch vid e otape .

This c ame

about as a result of having to be able to broadcast the courses from
any of Utah ' s educational television sta tion s.

However, in order for

the cours es to be used by th e clos ed-circuit system at Utah Stat e
University, they have to be on one -i nch vid eota pe .

The result is that

ide ntical course lectur es are recorded on two sets of videotape , the
two -i nch "master 11 for possible broadcast, and th e one -i nch for us e on

the Utah Stat e University campus.
In the ca s e of Po litical Sc ience, this additional cost a moun t ed
t o $3,622.00.
$1,411.00.

The additio nal costs assessed to English 24 amou nt ed to

Like costs will be associated with the other two courses

as they are prepared for use on c ampus .

It should be not ed that none of the cours es prepared so far
have been broadcast from any tele vi s ion s tation .
An alternative to the necessity of purchasing the

tw o-in~h

video-

tape, and one which perhaps should have been investigated further,

was the purchase of an Ampex VR-7800 vid eota pe r ecorder.

This machine

records broadcast quality mate r ial on one-inch videotape which could
have also been us e d in th e closed circuit sys t em on campus.

Th e cost

of the VR-7800 is ap proximate l y $12,000, a cost which wil l quickly be
e qualled, via the addi tional ex pe nse necessa ry , as other courses are
produced and used.
The reason the cost per student credi t unit is as high as lt i s

for each course is partially because the costs of preparing and pro ducing the course on television are spread over only one academic

year.

Almost certainly, the major portion of each course will be
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used for a much longer time, but regular updating and revising
of the course will be necessary.

At any rate, any subsequent use

of the television lectures, beyond the one year, would reduce th e
cost per student credit unit substantially .
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RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter is concerned with recommendations of this investi-

gator, based on the previous content of the study.

It should be noted

that several recommendations relative to specific problems were made at
the time the problem was stated.

Th is chapter will, hopefully, tie

these recommendations together as well as make fu rth er recommendations.

For Modifications in Utilization
The first and most important problem as viewed by this investigator , is organization and coordination.

Closed circuit television

on this campus is not connected with any academic department and has

no voice in how the subject mat t er is to be treated once it is
recorded on videotape .

It is this researcher's opinion that more

authority needs to be delegated to the c los ed circuit television
personnel in order that they may have a voice in the utilization
processes of the television courses produ ced.

From the research cited throughout this s tudy, and from experience
with courses used on the campus, it appears that what happens in

the class room before, during, and after the televised lesson is just
as important as the material presented by televis ion .

Therefore,

it is important that personnel, trained in television utilization as

well. as production, should be involved in this aspect of televised
ins truct i on.

Up to this time, a ll aspects of televised instruction,

except the original production, have been determined and handled
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solely by the course instructor.

If the maximum effe ctiv e ness o f

television instruction is to be achieved, the class room teacher must
acce pt the rationale of team teaching.

With the use of television,

th e classroom teacher's responsibilities a r e reoriented.

Although

th e final word in instructional classroom pr ocedures must be vest ed

in the departments, some of the responsibiliti e s for th e course s hould
rest with trained instructional television personnel.
A second recommendation, closely related to the first, is that
of initiating an in-service training program to assist the class-

room teacher in adjusting to his new role.

The result of such a

program would be improved attitudes on the part of the teacher.
This would generally be followed by improved attitudes on the part
of the students, resulting in more effective use of television, and
thus, more effective instruction.

A second phase of this program should be directed toward the
television teacher.

He needs to be trained in the more effective

use of inst ruc tional television production.

He needs to be made

aware of the ca pabili ties as well as the limitations of the television

medium.

Only in this way will he be able to contribute construc tively

to the development of a lesson for television.

Without this background,

most conferences he has with the television personnel turn into
miniature, unorganized, and unintended training sessions.

It has become a pparent throughout the past year that c la ssroom
s pace needs to be made available for use primarily by t e l e vi sion
classes.

Te levision cannot prove itself if it must be satisfied with

poor lighting conditions, excessive noise levels, and an unde s irable

c hoice of hours in which to offer the class .
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At present, the re are no facilities on campus that would satisfy
all the requirements needed for the optimum use of t e l e vision
instruction.

This researcher would suggest, however, that con-

struc tion of such a facility is essent ia l.

Th e Forestry-Zoology

building auditorium, which is being used at th e present time, could,
with the construction of a projection booth and partial rewiring of
the lighting system, be made mnre satisfactory, although th e seating
capacity is still relatively limited.
the use of Old Main a uditorium.

Another a lternat ive might be

This, however, would require con-

siderable modification, but it does have a much larger seating capacity.
Recommendations for Fur t her Studies

In connection with the use of closed circuit television at Utah

State University, a continuing effort needs to be made to determine how
television can best serve the teaching-learning process .

Both exper i -

mental and descriptive research on future courses as they are developed

and used shou l d be carried out .

Development of new methods of both pro-

duction and utilization should be encouraged, and should be accompanied
by evaluation .
With the completion of a remote production truck at the Radio-Tele vision Center, production possibilities will be greatly expanded.

Remote

production from, for examp l e, the State Capitol Building, the middle of a
desert, or an ancient Indian village, could, seemingly, make a t elevision

l ec ture much more stimulating.
exciting

11

learning?

But would the inclusion of this "more

material result in more favorable attitudes or incr eased
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As of summer quarter, 1969, instructional te l e vi sion at Utah
State University wa s us e d only to present the "core '' o f th e subject

matter.

It would seem that t e levision could make a definite contri-

bution in the instructional process in at least two additional ways:

by providin g only su pportive or e nrichment mat e rial, and by presenting
material that r e prese nts an area midway betwe en th e "core " material
and the purely su pportive or enrichment material.

Most of the research

this investigator encountered in this study was deal ing with the use
of television to provid e the ''core " of the c urriculum.

It would

ap pear that further s t udy is ne eded on the us e of t e l e vision as a
source of enrichment and as a source of both e nrichment and core
material.

It might be noted that the survey ing of student opinions and
att itud es toward t e l e vised instruction has become a widespread
sta ndard pr ocedure whereve r televi s ion project s are conducted.

It

would seem that similar co ncern shou ld be given the attitudes and
o pinions about the use of conventional instructional me thods .

Such a

s tudy might r evea l that the desi r e for mor e pe rsonal con t act is sti ll
pr ese nt.

Ar e the students sa tisfi ed with the ubiquitous l ec ture -tex t-

exam ination system?

And what are the re lationships between expressed

attitudes toward educational procedures and academic achievement?

If the answers to these questions we re not unknown , the r esults of
this and other studies could become much more relevant.
Another area where additional studies need to be mad e is the
area of cost analysis procedures.

In complet ing this study the

researche r has become aware that the r e is no standard or widely accept e d
me thod of determining the costs associated wi. th thE>

,t~e

of i'1et":L:" c': ior!.al
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television .

The r esult, as was evidenced in this study's "rev iew of

literature," is cost studies which purport to accurately represent the
same end result, but have arrived at that end result through different
methods and have inc l uded different elements.
One of the major concer ns of all educational systems is that of
costs.

"cost

11

Administrators can easily become confused by the different

studies coming from various universities and school systems.

Because of this confusion, t elevision projects may be postponed or
eliminated.

Few administrators are willing to embark into the

relatively expensive instructional television field without a fairly
definite i d ea of the costs involved .

For th i s reason, it is this

researcher's o pinion that t he creation a nd widely a cce pted use of

a standard cost i ng proce dure would serve as a great stride forward
in the advancemen t of i nst r uctiona l television.
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Appendix A
Stud e nt Evalua t ion of PS 10
Please c omplete this ques tionnaire and return it in c las s on Thu rsday,

December 12 , 1968.
1.

Thank you.

Ap prox i mat e l y how much of th e ma t e rial was me r e l y r e peti ti o n
from high school a nd grade schoo l?
zero
10'7.

25%
50'7.
100%
2.

Shoul d th e amount of time s pe nt on the vari ous t opics be
remai n the s ame , or i nc rea s e d ?

Dec r e as ed

Re main t h e Sa me

d ec r eased~

Inc r e as e d

1s t wee k
I n t r od uc ti on to

Go ve rnme nt & Politics

2nd week
Pr inci ples of Ameri c a n Gove rnme nt

3rd week
Fede rali s m
4t h week
The Cours e Sy s t em
5th week
Ci t ize nship, Civil
Right s a nd Civil
Lib e rt ies
6th week
Po li tical Organizat i o n & Ac t i vity
7t h week
The Con g r ess
8th we ek
The Pr es i dent
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9th week
The Bureaucracy

lOth week
Governmental Functions
& Se rvices

11th Week
Foreign Re lations
3.

If you had a choice of taking a class in one of the following
manners, which do you think you would most like? Wh i ch <>Ould
you least like? (Check one in each c olumn.)
~lost

like

Least
like
a.

Closed circuit television

lectures by the same person
all quarter with no
discussion sections.
b.

Closed circuit television

lectures by the same
person all quarter with
one discussion section

per week .
c.

Closed c irc uit t e levisi on

lectures by a variety of
persons with no discussion
sections .
d.

Closed circuit t e levision

lectures by a variety of
persons with one discussion
section per week.

e.

In-person lectures to an

auditorium of 300 to 500
students by the same
person all quarter with
no discuss ion se c tions.
f .

In-person lectures to an

auditorium of 300 t o 500
students by the same
person all quart er with
one discussion s e ction
pe r week .
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g.

In-person lectures to an

auditorium of 300 to 500
students by a variety of
persons with no discussion
section.
h.

In-person lectures to an

auditorium of 300 to 500
students by a variety of
persons with one discu ssion
section per week.
4..

List the names or numbers of those

11

lar ge lecture" courses you

have taken:
5.

Which of the elements of the course have you most liked?
have you least liked? (Ch eck one in each column .)
Most
liked

Which

Least
liked
a.

The major textbook - -Care,
Bernstein, and Murphy's
Essentials of American
Government.

6.

b.

The televised lectures.

c.

The d iscussion sections.

Would you re comme nd that a friend of yours take PS 10?
not?

7.

In your opinion haw could PS 10 be improved?

*. .~*

Thank you

***

Why or why
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Appendix B
Questionnaire

By answering this questionnaire you

will be helping the university in a
very important way to evaluate

diffe r ent methods of instruction.
This eva luation will not be made
until after your instructor has turned
in your final g rad e) and your
answers to these questions will not

Course ----------------------

affect your grade. Your careful
consideration will help the university improve instruction methods

used in the fu tu re.
INSTRUCTIONS: Respond to the following statements by placing a number
in the s pace along side the question which, according to the key below,
best describes your reaction to the sta t ement.

KEY:

l
2
3
4
5

-

Strongly Ag r ee
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagr ee

l.

The visua l mater i als used in the lectures helped me to under stand the subject matter of th i s c our se .

2.

I had no difficulty see ing the mater ial s the lecturer presented.

3.

This cours e has been among the most inte res ti ng I hav e t aken .

4.

I fe lt the need to ask questions whi ch were not a nswe r ed in
t he l ectur e or discussion pa rt of the c ours e .

5.

I frequently needed more time to absorb or assimilat e material
pre se nted during the lecture .

6.

Students taking this course b y tele vision will r ece ive lower
grades than if the lecturer had conducted the course in-person.

7.

I have ha d a s atisfac tory opportunity to contact my dis c ussion
sec tion l eader when I had ques tions .

8.

Th e pace of the lec tures was too sl ow t o hold my a tten ti on .

9.

The visual materials held my a ttent ion.

____ 10.

I didn't learn a grea t deal in thi s cour se .
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____ 11.

I would have done bette r in this course if it had be en e asi e r
to discuss problems with the lecturer.

12.

It was frequently difficult to follow the lecturer because
of disturbance s in the room.

____13.

I have often thought about the subject matter of this course
outside of the classroom.

____ 14.

I found my attention wandering frequently during lectures.

____15.

I liked having several different lecturers .

____ 16.

As a r esult of this course, I will probably take additional
non-required courses in this area.

____ 17.

I could always hear the lecturer in this course.

____ 18.

The purpo se of these lectures was to teach facts and information.

____ 19.

The purpose of these lectures was to teach general principles
and generalizations.

20.

The purpose of these l ectures was to teach application and
problem solving skills.

21.

The purpo se of these lectures was to teach attitudes and
appreciations.

____22.

The purpose of these lectures was to instill a desire for
further learning.

I WILL TAKE ADDITIONAL COURSES ON TELEVISION IF:
____23.

The alternative is in- person lectures in a large-lecture

hall (300-500 students) with no discussion sections.
____24.

More discussion sessions accompany the televisio n l ectures.

____25.

All non-television sections of the course are filled.

____26.

The television section is taugh t by a better lecturer(s).

____27.

Under no conditions will I take add itional courses on t elevision . ·

____28.

Review sessions are a rranged where the television lecture
can be seen again.

____29.

The alternative is in-person lectures in a large-lecture hall
(300-500 students) with one discussion section pe r week.
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CHECK THE AREAS WHERE YOU FEEL THIS COURSE COULD BE IMPROVED:

l.

Increas e d pe rsonal contac t with the t eacher.

2.

I ncreased comment on cu rrent <.:.ve nts.

____3.

Fewer instructors.

____4.

Le ss materi a l more thoroughly covered.

____5.

More visual variety.

____6.

More classroom control.

7.

More discussion sessions.

____8.

Mor e testing.

____9.

Smaller groups using r egular television sets.

10.
____ 11.

12.

Having lecturing professor attend the televised lectu r e.
Shorter t elevis ion lectures allowing ten minutes for questions
in class.
More pr inted guide mate r ial to accompany television lectures.

CHECK ONE:

I am a:

Freshman

Sophomore
____J unior

Sen ior
Gradu a t e
CHECK ONE:

My cumulative grade poin t average is:
below a 2 . 0
----between 2.0 and 2.49
----be tween 2.5 and 2.99
----between 3.0 and 3.5
----above 3.5
~not established, l eave b l ank )

CHECK ONE:

I expect my grade in thi s course t o be:
_ _A

_ _B

__c

_ _D

_ _F
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: ____________________________________________
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Appendix C
Student Evaluation of Te lev ised

Le~ture

Series

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
SOCIOLOGY 70
INSTRUCTIONS:

Here is your opportun ity to react to the televised

lecture you have had this quarter~

We are sincerely interested in

knowing how you feel about these lectures, both as to interest and as
to learning value.

The evaluation in which you are participating is

part of an on-going one being made throughout the university.

Your

frank and sincere answers will greatly assist us in making plans and
decisions about the future, which will affect the experiences of many

other students. PLEASE DO NOT PUT ANY IDENTIFICATION OF ANY KIND ON
THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. We want your answers to be given anonymously
so that you can feel free to be frank. No attempt will be made to
connect certain answers with certain individual students. Our results
will be given in statistical form only. You should be able t o complete
this entire questionnaire in 10 or 15 minutes, if you move along

steadily.
A.

1.

FIRST OF ALL, WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW SOME OF YOUR OPINIONS ABOUT THE
LECTURES IN GENERAL. PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER THAT BEST REPRESENTS
YOUR OPINION ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS.
Agree
Agree
Disagree Disagree Can't
The visual materials Str ongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly Decide
used in the

lectures
3

4

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

helped me to understand the subject
matter of this course.

2.

This course has been
among the most inter-

esti ng I have take n.
3.

I felt the need to
ask questions which
were not answered in
the lecture or discussion part of the course.

4.

I frequently needed more
time to absorb or assim-

ilate mate rial prese nted
during the lecture.
5.

Students taking this
course by television
will receive lower

grades than if the
lecturer had conducted
the course in-person.
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Agr ee
Strongly
6.

I have had a sat i s factory opportunity
to contact my dis -

Agr ee
Somewhat

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree

Ca n' t

Str ongly

Decide

2

3

4

2

3

4

5

4

5

3

4

5

cuss ion sec tion

leader when I had
questions.

7.

The pace of the
lectures was too
slow to hold my
attent ion.

8.

Th e visual mat e rials
(charts &. pictures)
held my attention .

2

9.

I didn't learn a
grea t deal in
this course.

2

10.

I would have done
better in this course
if it had been e asier
to discuss problems
with the le ctu r er .

3

4

11.

It was frequently
difficult to foll"'""
the l ec turer because
of disturbances in the

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

room .

12.

I have often thought
about the subject
ma tter of this course
outside of the classroom.

13.

I found my attention
wandering frequently
during lectures.

2

3

4

14.

The mus ica 1 se l ections
helped to make th e
lectures more intere sting.

2

3

4

15.

The musical selections
helped to make th e

2

3

4

lectures more under.Jr,d

s~a~calol c

educationa 1 .

5
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Agree
Str ongl ;t

Agree
Somew hat

Di sagree

Disagree

Can't

Somewhat

Strong1;t

Decide

16.

As a Les ult of this
course , I will probab 1y
take add i tiona 1 nonreq ui red cou r ses in
this ar e a.

3

4

17.

I could always hear
the lecturer in this

3

4

cour se.

18 .

If I am going t o be
in a large lecture
class of around 300
anyway, I'd just as
so on have TV l ectures
as live ones.

2

3

4

19 .

I have resented the
lack of pe rsonal
c ontact I have had
with the prof es sor

2

3

4

2

3

4

3

4

5

3

4

5

5

in this course.

20.

The discussion labs
he lped me cons i derab ly in understanding
the materia 1 in the
TV l e e tures.

21.

The TV lec tures helped
me co nsiderably with
the test questions.

22.

The ma te ri a l in the TV
l ee ture s was gene rally
too abstract or theo r-

2

e tical, too r e mote
from real life, for me
to understand it very

well.
B.

HOW HAVE THE SOCIOLOGY 70 TV LECTURES COMPARED TO MOST OTHER NORMAL
("live") CLASSROOM LECTURES YOU HAVE HAD IN BOTH LEARNING VALUE
AND IN INTEREST OR ENJOYMENT?

23 .

In learning value, the So c iology 70 l ectures have been compa ratively
l.
2.

Much be tter than most others
Somewhat be tt e r

3

.\bot: t t!1e san.c.
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24.

4.

Not as good

5.

Can't dec ide

In interest or enjoyme nt, the Soc. 70 lectures have been com-

paratively
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
C.

Much better than most others
------S omewhat better
------About the same
------Not as good
Can ' t decide

IF YOU HAVE HAD ANY OTHER COURSES WITH TELEVISED LECTURES, PLEASE
ANSWER THE FOLLOWI NG QUESTIONS FOR EACH SUCH COURSE YOU HAVE HAD
(OR ARE NOW TAKING):

25.

Name of othe r televised courses:

26 .

(wri te in)
As for learning value, the Soc. 70 televised l ectures were
(check one ) :
l.

2.
3.

4.
5.
27.

Much better than those of this o ther course
Somewhat better
About the same
Not as good
Can ' t dec ide

As for in t e rest or e nj oyment, the Soc. 70 l ec t ures were:
1.

Mu c h better than those of thi s oth e r cour se

2.
3.
4.
5.

Somewhat be tte r
Ab out the same
Not so good
Can't deci de

28 .

Name of still another T. V. cours e :

29.

(writ e in)
As for l e arning value, the Soc. 70 t e le vised l ec ture s we r e
(check one) :
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
30.

Much be tter than thos e of thi s othe r cou rs es
Somewhat better
About the sarre
Not as good
c a n't dec ide

As for interest or en joyme nt, the Soc. 70 l ectu res were:
1.

2.
3.

Much be tter t han those of the other c ours e
Somewha t bet t e r
Abou t the same
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4.
5.

Not as good
Can't decide

CHECK ONE:

I am a:

D.
31.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
32.

CHECK ONE:

below a 2 . 0
between 2.0 and 2.49
between 2.5 and 2.99
between 3.0 and 3.5
above 3.5
(if not established, leave blank)

I expect my grade in this cours e to be about:
l.
2.

3.

4.
5.
34.

Junior

Se ni or
Graduate

CHECK ONE: I estimate that my overall grade point average in
co llege so far is:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

33.

Freshman
Soph omore

A
B

c

D

F

My major in college at this time is:
(Write in)

35.

My minor in college at this time is:
(Writ e in)

36.

I am:

37.

My discussion lab assistant has been:

l.
2.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Male
Female

Miss Kjar
Miss Jackson
Miss Williams
Mr. Beck
Mr. Wright
----Mr. Mahmondi
Mrs. Smith
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E.
38.

What aspects of the TV l ectures did you like most?
1.

2.

3.

4.
39.

What aspects of the TV lectures did you dislike most?
1.

2.

3.

4.
40.

Other suggestions or

comme~ts :

Appendix D - Cost Ca l cula t ions
Production and Util ization Cos ts of Political Sci ence 10
Production Costs
Secretarial time --------------Artist ---- ------------- -------Director -----------------------

Research ----------------------Set-up ------------------------Instructional materials --------

4 hrs/wk for 11 wks @ $1.50/hr .
10 hrs/wk for 11 wks @ $5.50/hr
20 hrs/wk for 11 wks @ $2.92/hr
8 hrs / wk for 11 wk s @ $1.00/hr
2 hrs/wk for 11 wks @ $1.00/hr
Graphics -------------------·-- - -Film --------- ------- - ------- - ---Tota l Production Cos ts -

$

66 . 00
605.00
642 00
88 . 00
22 . 00
50.00
20.00
$ 1,493.40

4 hrs/wk for 11 wks @ $2.50/hr
8 hrs/wk for 11 wks @ $5 .00 /h r
24 hrs/wk for 11 wks @ $ 1. 00 / hr
8 hr s/wk for 11 wks @ $2.92/hr
8 hrs/wk for 11 wks @ $2.74/hr
44 lessons @ 63/lesson ----------4 hrs/wk f or 11 wks @ $10.00/hr
To t al Recording Cost s --

$

$25/lesson for 44 l e ssons -------

$ 1,100 . 00

110 hrs @ $6 . 4 1/h r -------------$500/quarter ·- - --- - ------ ------Total I nstructiona l Costs -------

70 5. 10
500 . 00
$2,305 . 10

0

$1,493.40

Recording Costs
Enginee r ---------------------Engineer ---------------------Production crew --------------Director ----------------------

Equipment (CCTV) -------------Videotape (2") ---------------Videotape recorder ------------

110 . 00
440 . 00
264.00
256.96
236 .7 2
2,772.00
440.00
$4 , 519.68

$4,519.68

Instructional Costs
Faculty reimbursement for
course production -----------

Faculty salar y for course
utilization --------------

Graduate Assi s t an t Proctor ----

,...
V>

w

$2,3 05.10

Production and Uti l ization Cost s of Political Science 10 (continued)
Utilization Costs
Equipment
Eidaphor ----------------Vtdeotape recorder ---- -- Videotape (1") ----------Du bb ing ----------------------Engineer - -- - --- -- -------- - ----

1 1/2 hr/lesson for 40 l essons @ $.85/hr ---3/4 hr/lesson for 40 lessons @ $.14/hr
$53/lesson for 40 lessons ------- -- ---------3/4 hr/lesson for 40 lessons @ $ 10.00/hr ---1 1/2 hr/lesson for 40 lessons @ 5.00/hr ---Total Utilization Costs
TOTAl COST FOR SERIES AND ONE QUARTER'S USE -

51.00
4. 20
2,120.00
300.00
300.00
$2,775.20

$500/quarter ------- - - --- - --- - ----------- - - --

500.00

$705.10/quarter ----- - -------- ----- -------- -1 1/2 hr/lesson for 40 l essons @.85/hr -- --- 3/4 hr/lesson for 40 l e s sons@ $.14/hr -----1 1/ 2 hr/lesson for 40 lessons @ $5.00/hr --TOTAl COST FOR EACH ADDITIONAL USE --- -- -----

705.10
51.00
4 . 20
300 . 00
$1 ' 560.30

$

Cost for Additional Use
Graduate As sistant Proctor ---Fac ult y Salary for Course
Uti lization -------------Eidaphor ---------------------Videotape Recorder -----------Eng i neer ---------- - ---- --- ----

Cost Per Student Credit Unit for One Academic Year
Tota l cost of production and one quarter's us e -- -- ----------------- ---- - ------- $ 11,093.38
Total cos t for two additional quar t e r's use------------------------------------3,120 . 60
Tot a l Cost ---------------------------------- $14,213.98
Number of student credit units per year assuming

263 students per quarter for five hr. course

3,945 student credit units .

COST PER STUDENT CREDIT UNIT FOR ONE ACADEMIC YEAR---- $14,213.98 + 3,945 = $3.60

$ 2,775.20
$ll , 093. 38

Production and Ut ilization Costs of English 24
Production Costs
Secretarial time ----- --------Artist ------------- -- --------Director ----------------------

Research - --------------------Set-up -------------------- - --Instructional ma terials -------

1 hr/wk for 17 wks @ $ 1.50/hr --3/4 hr/wk for 17 wks @ $5.50/hr 4 hrs/wk for 17 wks @ $2.92/hr -1 hr/wk for 17 wks @ $1.00/hr -- 1 hr/wk for 17 wks@ $1.00/hr --Gr aphics -----------------------Fi l m ---------- ---- -------------Tota l Production Costs ----

$

25. 50
70.13
198.56
17.00
17.00
15.00
30.00
373.19

373.19

1 hr/wk for 17 wks @ $2.50/hr --2 hrs/wk for 17 wks @ $5 .00/hr -6 hrs/wk for 17 wks @$ 1.00/hr --2 hrs/wk for 17 wks @ $2 .92/ hr -2 hrs /wk for 17 wks @ $2.74/hr -17 l essons @ $63/ l esson --------1 hr/wk for 17 wks @ $10.00/hr -Tot a l Recording Cost ------

42.50
170.00
102.00
99.28
93.16
1,071.00
170 . 00
$1,747.94

1,747.94

$25 /lesson for 17 lessons ---- ---

425.00

70 hrs @ $6.41/hr -- ---- - --------

448.70
873 . 70

$

Recording Costs
Engineer ---------------------Engineer ---------------------Production c rew ---- - ---------Director ----------------------

Equipment (CCTV) -------------Video tape (2") -- -- ----- ------Videotape recorder -----------I nstructional Costs

Faculty reimbursement for
course production

Facult y salary for course
utilization ------ - --------

8 73. 70

....

l.n
l.n

Prod uc t ion and Utilization Costs of English 24 (cont i nu ed)
Utilization Costs
Equipment
Eidophor --------------Vide ot a pe r ecorder -- --Videotape (l") ----- --- Dubbing --------------------Engineer ------ - --------- -- - -

1 1/2 hr/lesson for 17 lessons @ $.85/hr -3/ 4 hr/le sson for 17 lessons @ $.14/hr ---$53/ l esson for 17 lessons - - --------------3/4 hr/lesson for 17 les s ons @ $10/hr ----1 1/2 hr/lesson for 17 lessons @ $5/hr - --Total Utilization Cost --- -----------TOTAL COST FOR SERIES AND ONE QUARTER USE -

21.67
1. 78
901.00
127.50
127 . 50
$ 1 , 17 9 . 45

$448.70 ---- - ---------- - - - ----------------1 1/2 hr/lesson for 17 l essons @ $.85/hr -3/4 hr / le sson fo r 17 l esson s@ $ . 14 /hr ---1 1/2 hr /lesson for 17 l essons @ $5/hr ---TOTAL COST FOR EACH ADDITIONAL USE --------

$

$

Cost for Additional Us e
Facu lt y salary for course
utilization ---------- --

Eidophor - ------ ------------Videotape Recorder ---- - ----Engineer --------------------

$

448.70
21.67
1. 78
127.50
599.65

Cost Per Student Credit Unit for One Academic Year
Total cost of production and one quarter's use ------ - --- - ------- - -------- --To t a l cost for two additional quart er 's use -------------- -- - ------ -- - ------Tota l Cost ---------- - ----

$4,174.28
1,199 .30
$5,373 .58

Number of student credit units pe r year assuming

95 students per quarter f or a three hour course -- 95x3x3 = 855 st udent credit units.
TOTAL COST PER STUDENT CREDIT UNIT FOR ONE ACADEMIC YEAR - - -- $5,373 . 58

~

855 = $6.28

$1,179. 45
$4,1 74. 28

Socio l ogy 70 Costs
Production Costs
Secretaria l time ------------Artist ----------- - ----------Director --------------------Resea r ch --------------------Set-up -- ------------------- -Instructional ma ter ials ----- -

1 hr/wk f or 20 wks @ 1.50/hr ---- ------ - --8 hr/wk for 20 wks@ $5 . 50/hr ---- - ----- --10 1/2 hr/wk for 20 wks @ $4/hr -- --- - ----35 hr/wk for 20 wks@ $ 1.25 /h4 ------ - ----1/2 hr/wk for 20 wks @ $1/hr -- -----------$260 - film, $40-graphic s , etc . ------------Total Production Costs ------------------- -

$

30 . 00
880.00
840.00
875.00
10.00
300.00
$2,9 35.00

$2,935.00

3 hr / wk fo r 20 wks @ $5/hr --------------- l hr / wk for 20 wks @$2. 50/hr ------------- 9 hr/wk for 20 wks @ $1/hr
3 hr/wk for 20 wks @ $4/hr
3 hr/wk for 20 'WkS @ $2.74/hr ------ -- -- -- 20 l essons @ $63/ l esson
l hr/wk for 20 'WkS @ $ 10/hr

$

300 . 00
50 . 00
180 . 00
240.00
164 .40
1 ,200 . 00
200.00
$2,334.40

2,334.40

Recording Costs
Engineering ----------------- Engineering - ----------- -----Production crew -------------Director ---------- --- --------

Equipment (CCTV) ------------Videotape (2" ) --------------Videotape recorder -----------

------------ -------- ------------------------ ------ ---------- ---

Instructional Costs
Facu lt y reimbursement for
cours e produ c tion - ---- --

$25/ l esson for 20 l essons -- ---- --- ----- ---

$

500 . 00

$

000.00
500 .00

Facu lt y s alar y for course
utilization (has not
been used)

TOTAL COST ------- --- -------------

$

500.00

$5,769.40

Music I Costs
Production Costs
Secretarial time ------------Artist ----------------------Director --------------------Research --------------------Set-up ------------- ---- ------

1/4 hr/wk for 26 wks@ $1 . 50/hr ---- - ---- 1/2 hr/wk for 26 wks@ $5 .50/hr ---------2 1/2 hr/wk for 26 wks@ $2 .92/hr - ------1/2 hr/wk for 26 wks @ $1/hr ------------1 hr/wk for 26 wks @ $ 1/hr ---------------

Instructional materials ------------------------------------------------ - ---

Tota l Production Costs ---------------- - --

$

9. 75
71.50
190.00
13 . 00
26.00
10.00
320.00

$

320.00

Recording Costs
Engineering -----------------Production crew -------------Director ---------------------

Equipment (R-TV) ------------Videotape (2") ---------------

------------------------------------------------------------------

260.00
182.00
151. 00
520.00
1,638.00
$2,751.00

$25/lesson for 26 lessons ----------------

675.00

2 hrs/wk for 26 wks @ $5/hr
7 hrs/wk for 26 wks @ $1/hr
2 hrs/wk for 26 wks @ $2. 92/hr
2 hrs/wk for 26 wks @ $ 10/hr
26 lessons @ $63/lesson

2,751 00

Instructional Costs

Facu lt y reimbursement for
course production -------

Faculty salary for course
utilization (has not
been used)

000.00

675.00

TOTAL COST ------------------- -

$3,746.00

....
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